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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Ste.tement of !!!!_ problem: It is the purpose of this study , 
to determine the extent to which the elementary schools of an 
industrial city in Massachusetts, are utilizing the resources 
of the community. Although there is much material available as 
1
' 
to those community resources that are being utilized and best 
suited for elementary schools, as well as suggestions and tech-
niques for making the best use of them, little data are avail-
able as to a method or plan of determining to what extent the 
elementary schools are utilizing the resources of their 
particular community. 
Through research, it is hoped that a representative list 
of those community resources that are being utilized by individj 
ual teachers or groups of teachers throughout the country can 
be evolved, and a questionnaire, in the form of a check list, 
built. In this check list, the community resources will be 
classified and placed in the following categories: (1) Field 
trips, (2) Resource Visitors, (3) Interviews with Resource 
People, (4) Collections and Exhibits, (5) Contacts with 
Community Agencies, (6) Local Resource Surveys, and (7) 
, Community Service Enterprises. 
!I 
•. 
: -=":-:::..:.::..;.:::;;=~-: ==-- ~-c-: _---_ -_--,- • : - -- -:;:::-:-tt 
Aim of the Questionnaire 
The aim of the questionnaire is, first, to determine the 
extent to which the resources of an industrial city in Massa-
chusetts, (1) have been utilized since the beginning of the 
present school year in 1951, (2) have been utilized during the 
past two school years, and (3) will be utilized during the 
remainder of the current school year. 
Second, to serve as a pattern, model, or a point of de-
!i parture for others who may be interested in seeking information:i 
of a similar nature concerning schools in other communities. 
Community Defined 
y 
A community is defined by Cook as:"(l) a population 
aggregate, (2} inhabiting a 
!I 
I 
contiguous terri tory, ( 3) integrat- !i 
ed through past experiences, (4) possessing a number of basic 
service institutions, (5) conscious of its unity, and (6) able 
to act in a corporate capacity in meeting recurring life 
crises. 11 
Any locality, with the above as a criterion, regardless 
of whether it is a village, suburban, rural, or metropolitan 
area, can be classified as a community. 
Y Lloyd A. Cook, "The Meaning of Community," Educational 
Method, 18:259; October 1938. 
DEFINITIONS OF RESOURCES USED 1/ 
Field trips: A field trip is an organized excursion which 
is taken by the children primarily for educational purposes, asi 
an integral part of their classroom program. It offers first 
hand acquaintance with natural and social features of the local 
environment, with opportunity for securing information by on-
' the-scene d1 scovery and investigation on the part of the child-:: 
ren. Satisfactory trips may require only a few minutes as when: 
a class goes outside to notice some natural phenomena in the 
school yard. Other trips may require a full classroom period 
or more, especially if the point of interest is located some 
distance from the school. Although field trips have certain 
non-academic values, they are not to be identified with hikes 
or picnics organized for pleasure purposes, with trips to 
athletic events, or other such activities of a similar nature. 
Resource Visitors: In every community there are people 
with rich and varied backgrounds. They can be called resource 
visitors because they are people who can be invited into the 
school to demonstrate special accomplishments or special in-
terests which are of value to children. They are both able 
and willing to display, discuss, and present their particular 
achievement before a group of children. Resource visitors are ,, 
Edward G. Olsen, School and Community, New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1949. 
- -----=-·,.-:c:= -:-:=---- - - ---=--~ ==- :: __ ---:-::-=_-::--_-::::=-= 
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1 not utilized for the purpose of entertainment, but rather for 
' 
serious educational purposes, that of creating better under-
standing of the activity, problem, or unit on which the child-
ren are working or planning. 
Interviews~ Resource People: An interview is another 
technique of utilizing resource people for educational purposes~ 
It is a method whereby one or more children in an informal con- . 
ference, question some member of the community who is an 
authority in his field, for some type of information, The 
interview usually takes place in a person's place of work or 
home rather than in the classroom, and does not require a pre-
pared talk or demonstration on the part of the person being 
interviewed. 
Collections~ Exhibits: There is a wealth of material 
objects, specimens, and models in the community which, if 
collected by children and placed on exhibit, can be utilized toi 
enrich the classroom program, Nature, pupil's homes, industria~ 
and commercial concerns, etc., are sources from which such 
materials can be procured. Some articles may be obtained for 
permanent exhibition, while others may be secured for temporary, 
use. 
Contacts ~ Community Agencies: Communities are served 
by three types of agencies: governmental -- those operated by 
law and supported by taxes; commercial -- those operated 
privately for the purpose of profit making; and private non-
commercial those organized voluntarily by private groups. 
4 
5 
___ -c;,_c ~-
The school as a whole, or a group of children have contact Wi tb:: 
an agency when either the agency or the children sponsor some 
community project as an activity for civic welfare, or as a 
supplement to the regular academic program. 
Local Resource Surveys: A survey of local resources is 
an organized study and procedure by the children, used for the 
purpose of collecting and securing data on certain features of 
the community. Combined with the activities of the classroom, 
it will involve field trips and interviews. Material that is 
collected can be filed and supplemented by keeping it up to 
date. This material can also be placed in a central office so 
that other teachers may refer to it. 
Community Service Enterprises: A community service enter-' 
prise is a cooperative group activity in which there is actual 
participation and planning on 
phase of community betterment 
the part of children in some 
!I 
or improvement. 
!/ Walter Berger Holt, "To What Extent are the Elementary , 
Schools of Newington, Connecticut Utilizing the Resources of~ 
the Community," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston, Massa- · 
chusetts: Boston University, School of Education, 1947. 
--·----~ 
- ------- -- -
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CHAPTER II 
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH AND RELATED LITERATURE 
The child is a whole being who is educated by a total 
environment and not just the school alone. This was the theme 
of many of the reports given at the recent 1952 annual meeting ,; 
!/' 
of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. ' 
The utilization of community resources is not something new in 
the teaching-learning process, however. Leading educators have 
long realized, in both theory and practice, the value of extend~: 
\ing the school environment so as to include the wealth of 
educational material that the community has to offer. 
gj 
Olsen tells us not only to bring the world into the class~ 
room, but also to take the classroom into the world. He goes 
on to say that we should throw "bridges" across the deep moat 
which typically separates the school from its community. The 
modern school, he adds, must learn to use the community as a 
great living laboratory and textbook of civic and personal lifeoi 1 
! 
I!/ Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, Annual Meeting, (Boston) Department of National Education 
Association, 1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington 6, D.c., 
February 1952. 
gj Edward G. Olsen, ££• £!!• 
I 
II 
II 
II 
[I 
I 
y' 
Tobin says that the beginning teacher very soon finds 
' 
out that her work is by no means confined to the four walls of ~: 
II 
the classroom. She learns that the school and the community tl 
ll 
must work together if the best interests of the child are to bei,l 
served and that where such cooperation is lacking, education :I 
fails to achieve maximum effectiveness. She goes on to say 
that as soon as the teacher becomes community conscious, "••• 
as she grasps the significance of all the elements that make 
up life in the community, there will come to her the realiza-
tion that not only must the child be adjusted to the school, 
but the school must be adjusted to the child and to the 
community." y 
Horwich writes about the role of adults in aiding boys 
and girls in their search for answers to questions about our 
'! 
vast and complex world and tells how we can help them find 
satisfying answers. A child needs to ask questions and should 
have the chance to visit the many places where he can see and I 
h 
touch and then take a second look, The world has much to learnjj 
I 
about, much to enjoy, she goes on to say, but t.'l.at it takes theil 
• I 
abilities of both the school and the community to help children 'i 
It 
to understand each other and enjoy this 11wide, wide world in il 
which we live," 
11 
I! ----------------
1: 
[i y' 
y 
Agnes V. Tobin, "Community Consciousness," The Torch, 
Teachers College of the City of Boston, 1:26-27; 
November 1949, 
Frances R. Horwich, 
Childhood Education 
the Wide, Wide World," 
out that if the elementary school is to 
function as a "social agent", it is necessary for teachers to 
discover and use the resources of the community. He adds: 
••••• For the elementary school to neglect the home and the· 
community is to violate the fundamental psychological law 1 
that individuals learn and understand in terms of their own 
experiences. To assume that the elementary school is 1 
nothing more than an institution for training individual . 
children in subject matter is to neglect one of the funda-. 
mental factors in the educational program -- the environ-
ment in which the children live ••• g( y 
Romine states that utilizing the community resources 
will result in an informed and active group which will be 
helpful in feeling the "public pulse" and will be of value in 
promoting better education. He goes on to say that we must 
keep the schools "on their toes" through cooperative school-
,. 
I 
community 
Cook 
I 
endeavor involving observation, study, and 
:! 
evaluation• y 
defines a community as: 11 (1) a population aggre-
I gate, (2) inhabiting a contiguous territory, (3) integrated 
through past experiences, (4) possessing a number of basic 
y 
I ,, 
I• 
John E. Brewton, "Relating Elementary Education to Communitt 
Life", Community Living and the Elementary School, Twenty- • 
Fourth Yearbook of the Department of Elementary School ' 
Principals, Washington, D.C. 14; National Education 
Association, 1945. 
~· 
Stephen Romine, "Cooperative Planning Through the School-
Community Council", Educational Administration and 
Supervision, 36: 485-9; December 1950. 
Lloyd A. Cook, 2£• £11• 
service institutions, {5) conscious of its unity, and {6} able': 
to act in a corporate capacity in meeting recurring life 
crises." 
Any locality, with the above as a criterion, regardless 
of whether it is a village, suburban, rural, or metropolitan 
area, can be classified as a community. 
Although larger communities have more varied resources, 
there is no community so small or isolated as to be barren of 
them, Every community, irrespective of size, has many poten-
!/ 
tial educational resources for elementary schools. Dunn 
states, ••• , "No environment is so poor as to afford no material$ 
of value, and none so rich as to require no supplementation." 
gj 
Holt devised a questionnaire to determine the extent 
to which the elementary schools of Newington, Connecticut, 
were utilizing its community resources, 
Levels of Community Culture y 
Olsen gives the three levels of community pattern in 
the following manner, in order to show what levels are appli-
cable to study by various age groups: 
Fannie w. Dunn, Chairman, "The Environment as a Primary 
Source of Materials of Instruction11 , Materials of Instruc- ·• 
tion, Eighth Yearbook of the Department of Supervisors and: 
Directors of Instruction, National Education Association, 
New York: 42; Teachers' College, Columbia University, 
Bureau of Publications, 1935, 
Walter Berger Holt, 2£• cit. 
y Edward G. Olsen, ~· £!!• p. 149. 
1. Material Level. This is the external civiliza-
tion, the thi~s, people use or have made, as well as the 
people themseSVes. This level includes a community's 
natural resources, the industries and service occupations 
which produce and distribute goods and services, the 
physical setting of the community -- its housing, streets, 
and transportation systems, its parks and playgrounds, 
its water supply and sanitation service, its communication, 
facilities, its protective services, its coal mines, bee- i' 
hives, lakes, fire engines, housing projects ahd the like.!i 
Children appropriately undertake community study on this !: 
primary level, beginning with its simpler and more tangi-
ble aspects. 
2. Institutional Level. Here are the organized 
1 
ways of living, the mass habits of the people. This second: 
level is less tangibre;-Dut extremely significant in 
determining community behavior; it is the 1cradele of 
custom' into which each child is born. Marriage customs, 
family form, governmental practice, religious rituals, 
the language used, the number system followed, the common 
arrangements for economic exchange, and monetary usage -- " 
all illustrate institutions of different types. Communi ty'l' 
study at this level should usually be delayed until the i, 
high school years bring greater maturity of intelligence. !i 
I 
I 3. Pstcholo~ical Level. Determining both customs ': 
and materia crea ions of the community are the motivation' 
of the people. These are the desires that produce activit , 
the fears which inhibit behavior, the attitudes which 
pattern acceptable conduct, the stereo-types, ideas, 
ideals, loyalties, values, and taboos, which influence 
and direct human behavior. Obviously, this psychological 
level is an area of study which only mature minds should 
seek to penetrate. 
It is evident that consideration must be given for those 
community resources which are appropriate for the elementary 
school children, and within their maturity and grasp of com-
!/ prehension. Rugg divides the community's culture into three 
levels: (1) The Physical Civilization, (2) The Social 
Boston: 
;! 
- ---: '-"ii=----=- - -=::=--~-== 
II 
ilu 
II ,, 
:i 
Institutions, and (3) The Determining Psychology and Philosophyji 
of the People. 
Rugg continues however, that in distinguishing them for 
the sake of convenience as separate aspects, " ••• no phase of 
culture exists by itself: all are fused together ••• 11 
y 
Accounts of Resources Utilized 
In reporting the accounts to follow, activities, which 
I 
are representative of what numerous teachers and schools in allil 
,, 
' ii 
sections of our country and in all sizes of communi ties have '' 
The available literature on the use II 
of community resources by the elementary school is very exten- !I 
been doing, are recorded. 
1
1 
sive. y' ,: 
2 :1 
I
, Miller sta tea that it was surprisingly easy, with the 1 1 
:I 
I
' lj 
aid of the principal, to obtain speakers who could talk II 
interestingly to children. She goes on to say: 
'Ill 
i'Y' 
I 
IY 
I 
••••• One term we had a librarian who discussed the 
influence of poetry on social problems, a probation 
officer who spoke on juvenile delinquency, a social 
worker who spoke on recreational needs, and a club 
woman who explained the significance of Jewish holi-
days. The latter was accompanied by a high-school 
boy who sang the songs used in the service ••••• y 
Harold Rugg, ~ £!!• 
Sarah Lois Miller, 11Guest Speakers Within the Classroom11 , 
Ohio Schools, 27:413; December 1950. 
Ibid. 
I 
i I, 
I] 
il 
II 
;I 
:I 
il 
II 
'I ,, li 
:I 
: ~ 
'I 
I 
il 
lj 
il 
' 
: 
' II 
:i 
II 
'I 
I 
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A recent research report by the Metropolitan School Study y 
Council announces that every school can have as many as fifty 
teachers to a classroom if it used the talent and experience 
of its local citizens. A number of schools cooperated in the 
experiment and photographers, chemists, artists, policemen, 
scientists, commercial airline pilots, a newspaper columnist, 
a big-league baseball player, a printer, mothers, and a grand-
mother explained their professions, occupations, skills, 
hobbies, and travels. y 
Mitchell presents 167 examples of youth, ranging from 
elementary level to college level, making contributions toward 
community improvement. In citing but a few cases of elementary, 
children's work, the following are given: in Athens, Ohio, the ,1 
first grade established a "birds cafeteria" (feeding station) 
so that Athens became a sanctuary for winter birds; fifth grade 
children in Fayette, Alabama, analyzed the soil around the 
school, added minerals, and planted a school garden, the 
products being used for school lunches with surpluses taken 
home; children in Fairhaven, Massachusetts, organized into a 
Junior Improvement Association, performing such jobs as taking 
Metropolitan School Study Council, "Fifty Teachers to a 
Classroom", Report by the research affiliate of Teachers 
College, Columbia University, New York: Macmillan Company, 
1951. 
Morris R. Mitchell, and others, "Youth Has a Part to 
Progressive Education, 19:87; February, 1942. 
,, 
I Play" ,
11 
a tree census, planting trees for shade, clearing empty lots 
and cutting down brush, building bird houses, destroying rag-
weed, moth eggs and cocoons; in Sheffield, Alabama, children 
planted over 3,000 trees in a reforestation program, and cam-
paigned against forest fires; and children in Lincoln, 
Nebraska, cooperated with the Civic Affairs Commission in the 
destruction of the Tussock Moth by making a survey of infested 
trees, collecting eggs, and making posters to advertise the 
extermination campaign. In Glencoe, Illinois, the children 
did a fine job of beautifying the school grounds, y 
White compiled a list of community enterprises carried 
out by elementary school children. In Kansas City, Missouri, 
an unsightly clay bank on the school grounds was transformed 
by grading, sodding, installation of a drain and retaining 
wall, into a rock garden and natural amphitheater, which be-
came the center of aesthetic interest to the community. In 
San Diego, California, children participated in a "Community 
Beautiful" campaign. Order lists for trees and shrubs were 
printed and sent to homes, Nurseries sold plants at wholesale 
prices to the children, and information was given as to how to 
II 
jt prepare various types of plants for cultivation, Children 
i' 
!I distributed plants to homes and made monthly inspection of 
I, ______ _ 
!' y' ,, 
,, 
I' 
Laura White, "Community Enterprises of Elementary School 
Children", Childhood Education, 13:225-228; January 1937, 
plants. Children in Turner Center, Maine removed debris from 
the playground, and transplanted many kinds of wild flowers. 
Children in Los Angeles, California, made marionettes and 
composed songs, giving performances in homes of foreign 
parentage to give instructions in English language usage. 
Giving a party and distributing gifts and refreshments to in-
mates of a home for aged women was sponsored by children in 
Schenectady, New York. Children in Orleans, Vermont, assisted 
in regulation of traffic in school districts. First grade 
children in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, edited a paper each month 
to acquaint parents with their work. First grade children 
in Wilmington, Delaware, earned money to buy clothing, toys, 
etc., painted animals, and made rag dolls, in order to present
1 
., 
gifts at Christmas time to a home for babies. A play library, ' 
similar in idea to a public library was constructed in a 
school in San Antonio, Texas. Interest was created in litera-
ture which prompted a hundred per cent membership in the 
public library. Parents developed an interest so that the 
school furnished a list of good books which parents used in 
buying books for children. y 
In the community of Medford, Massachusetts, Newell 
describes how the parents of children have cooperated with 
ii i~_,.-
,, 
~ c:_---,· __ "-- ·-,_- ~~: -;; __ -c=~ .:_-:=~- : =-=--===--=-·-:-:-__:_--=----=.-c_:::::::::..-=::::;b-..:-=--==--==----~ 
teachers in enriching the curriculum. Parents willingly con-
tributed toys, pets, vegetables, and flowers when necessary. 
They helped teachers to transport and supervise children in 
their trips to the farm, zoo, and greenhouse. A competent 
mother took charge of a sewing club organized by sixth grade 
girls. In a sixth grade study of Holland, when all grades 
were asked to participate in an exhibit, many materials were 
supplied by the parents in the form of picture cards, post 
cards, utensils, dishes, articles of clothing such as native 
clothing and others. In an exhibit of colonial life, parents 
contributed old prints, furniture, dishes, implements and 
handwork. In connection with the exhibits, a parent gave a 
' talk on the 11 0ld Houses of Medford" using slides. In supply-
ing information for assembly programs when dramatic plays are 
given, parents give firsthand information on customs and 
costumes. A grandfather, using lantern slides, told children 
of catching seals in his youth. At Christmas time, parents 
representing different countries, tell of the Yuletide in 
t!1eir native country as they knew it in their childhood, 
often using lantern slides for picturesque presentation. y 
Snedaker tells of third grade children in Iowa, making 
use of every possible community resource that would help in 
getting better concepts about pioneer life in Iowa. Field 
Mabel Snedaker, "Using Community Resources in the 
Primary Grades", Social Education 4:188-193; March 1940. 
I 
trips were taken to study a log cabin twenty miles in a 
neighboring city maintained by the Daughters of the American 
Revolution. Old people were interviewed or invited into the 
I 
school to talk to the children about early days in Iowa. They ,, 
'I taught the children old pioneer games and songs, demonstrated 
how thread was spun in the early days, and furnished recipes 
for making hominy. Many pioneer articles were loaned to the 
school for exhibition purposes. Some articles, such as a 
spinning wheel, bullet mold, tin lantern, candle molds, and 
numerous tools and utensils were given to the third grade and 
the school for permanent collection and exhibition. 
Children were encouraged to visit historic sights during 
their leisure time. In a study of pioneer methods of trans-
portation, many children persuaded their parents to drive 
them along old trails on which barns and houses were located 
which once served as taverns in the stage coach days. 
An amazing array of examples of youth functioning in the y 
local community is presented by Hanna. Elementary school 
children in Garfield Heights, Ohio, wrote a book on local 
history and geography for the people of the town. In Dixon, 
New Merlco, children conducted research into the town's early 
history, old superstitutions, business life, education, 
recreation, and social life. Children in Fresno, California, 
Paul R. Hanna, Youth Serves the Community, New York, 
Appleton-Century Company, Inc., 19~6. 
-:::-.::-____ --:: =-=:--:=-~-=-= 
I 
i 
-·-- ---~---- -- __ ::..:______ - --'--" 
f" made advertising devices for the Community Chest. In South 
Dakota, children developed educational exhibits for store 
windows. A school-boy patrol in East-Greenville, Pennsylvania'! 
directed traffic of young and old in the school vicinity, and 
shared in the responsibility for conducting fire drills in 
schools. 
I with : 1:::.:: :/:::h.:::: :::·:.:'::;:,:':.:::1:~ 
II studying the soil of the region, observing quarry veins, 
coral deposits, and 
effects of erosion, 
other formations, and also studied the 
!I Snedaker goes on to report. During 
their leisure time, boys and girls collected and classified 
a great amount of material, including fossils, rocks, etc. 
Specimens were arranged to show rock cycles and together with 
pictures cut from magazines, showed various ways that soils 
are eroded. Various grades of the school make field trips to 
various centers of community service, to laboratories, and 
water-purification plants. 
~hen primary grade children made a study of the farmer 
and his work, Snedaker goes on to report, they visit a farm 
to obtain firsthand information. They observe corn being 
harvested by machine or husked by hand, hay being gathered, 
notice the care of baby animals, how seeds are planted, what 
machinery is used, the work of the farmers wife, etc. In the 
!/ Mabel Snedaker, ££• £!!• 
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I 1 marketing of the farmer's products, children inspect the 
' ,, 
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produce house, a pasteurization plant and a hatchery. 
I 
'I 
'; 
y' 
Hanna describes the survey carried out by fourth, fifth,'! 
and sixth grades in Springfield, Missouri called "A Know Your 
City Survey". Children in each school were responsible for 
collecting information about their own school community for 
the purpose of enabling children to see those agencies of the 
co~nunities which contribute to group living. Information 
secured from the survey was noted on blanks and worked out by 
a central committee, and classified, with the following 
agencies recorded: those providing educational, religious, 
and recreational experiences; communication facilities, and 
protection of health, life and property; producing and 
processing goods; distribution of goods; transportation of 
goods; and services to the home and individual. All informa-
tion gathered by the children was sent to a central office to 
be made available to those interested in making effective 
use of the instructional sources of the community. y 
Wood tells of teachers in Chester, Pennsylvania, pre-
paring such units as "Our Community's Workers", "Chester's 
Food Supply", and others. Most of these units involved 
excursions or other community contacts. Municipal buildings, 
fire houses, police stations, were visited to see the govern-
Paul R. Hanna, ££• ~· 
Hugh B. Wood, "Communities Develop Programs to h:eet Local 
Needs", Progressive Education,l5:118-l20; February 1938. 
" 
II 
I 
ment in action. Grocery stores, markets, warehouses, and 
dairies were inspected to give a better understanding of how 
Chester was supplied with food. History was relived at the 
actual scenes of action. Old residents were called into the 
classroom to recount episodes and experiences of early days 
in Chester. Local persons of literary, political, and 
economic reputation, came to the schools to discuss phases 
of community life. y 
Hufford related typical field trips in Juliet, Illinois, 
A kindergarten group visited a cobbler shop, the owner ex-
plaining and demonstrating his tools and machines, showing 
the children the different kinds of leather, explaining their 
use and preparation. A first grade visited an open-air 
market, finding out where fruit and vegetables came from, how 
they were transported and kept fresh. Children in a second 
grade visited a dairy where pasteurization was observed, and 
butter-making demonstrated. Third grade children visited a 
city fire station where fire fighting apparatus was demon-
strated, explanation as to how fire alarms work was given, 
and a talk was given by the assistant fire chief on fire 
hazards and fire safety. Other trips made commonly by primary 
grades are visits to farms, pet stores, chicken hatcheries, 
G. N. Hufford, "Field Trip Experiences", Community Livi! 
and the Elementary School, Fourth Yearbook of the Depar~ 
ment of Elementary School Principals, Washington, D.C.: 
39-44; National Education Association, 1945. 
__ -.:!__-
grocery stores, and flower gardens. Fourth grade children 
visited the children's department of the public library where 
the children's librarian serves as a guide to explain how new 
books are procured and classified, how to search for materials,, 
! 
and reviews recent and interesting books. 
given as to how to secure library cards. 
Information is also: 
A fifth grade visited the local museum to study the 
natural science materials. A sixth grade, studying natural 
resources of Illinois, visited a coal mine to observe the 
process of strip mining. The whole process of mining the 
coal was observed with a company official acting as guide. 
Other typical trips made by the middle grades include visits 
to the zoo, stone quarries, ponds, different industries, and 
parks. 
In a study of their community's history by pupils in a 
.v 
one room rural school near Mankato, Minnesota, Brown re-
lates how old people in the district were utilized in deter-
mining how the community was first settled. Grandfathers 
and grandmothers came to the school to tell of emigrating 
from Europe, Canada, and other states to settle in the com-
munity. They described pioneer hardships in settling Wis-
consin and Minnesota. Actual stories of traveling in covered 
wagons, of Indian massacres, claiming land under the Homesteadr 
Act of 1862, were relived in story form. The children them-
Inga Erickson Brown, "Uses of Community Resources in Rural! 
Schools", Social Education, 5:520-524; January 1941. 
I 
selves visited elders to interview those who were not able to ,; 
come to the school • 
.!1 Jones tells of those community resources utilized by 
elementary schools in Cucamonga, California. First grade 
children made visits to various homes of different economic 
levels, and other institutions in the neighborhood including 
stores, garages, service stations, barber shops, and restau-
rants. Children in second grade visited a large dairy farm. 
Third grade children made a more complete study of community 
life by extending their scope to include other communities so 
as to make comparative studies of such places as the library, 
post office, fire department, orange packing plant, grocery 
store, and service station. The fourth grade in their study 
of wild life, journeyed to the zoo to make firsthand observa- ,, 
'I 
tion of the animals. In studying Chinese life, an excursion 
was made to a Chinese shop and Vegetable garden. A Chinese 
'I 
,I 
:I 
II 
II 
exchange student at a nearby college was invited to the school!! 
!I 
to speak on customs of his native land. In a study of the 
Westward Movement, the fifth grade journeyed to a museum of 
' 
'! 
pioneer exhibits, which was owned by a businessman who took 
time off from his business to serve as guide. The theater 
manager of a nearby theater, permitted children at a low pricel! 
,, 
Anna B. Jones, "Some Experiences in Using Community 
Resources", Enriching the Curriculum for the Elementap 
School Child, Ei~hteenth Yearbook of the Department o 
Elementary Schoo Principals, Washington, D.C.:458-464; 
National Education Association, 1939. 
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to witness the movie "Pony Express". A newspaper plant in an 
adjacent community cooperated with the school in its activi-
ties, and children contributed news items about the school. 
People of special talent often come from neighboring towns 
to sing or play at the school. The school Junior Red Cross 
engages in local service to the sick, and assists in needed 
relief at home and abroad by collecting and donating money as 
well as food. 
Fourth grade children in Syracuse, New York, study geo-
graphic and historic aspects of their community and is des-
1/ 
cribed by O'Brien as follows. Excursions are made when 
necessary. When excursions are impossible, persons who are 
authorities on the industries oP events to be studied, are 
invited to the classroom. Letters are written to experts 
for specific information. The children are made familiar 
with the growing things in the con~unity. Raw materials are 
-- il 
brought to the classroom to be handled by the children. ' Visits ,, 
are made to the local market to see farm products brought from i; 
farming regions outside of Syracuse. y 
Dunn relates how both the elementary and junior high 
schools of Ann Arbor, Michigan, make extensive use of the 
resources in the community. The elementary schools carry on 
,, 
Ruth G, 0 1Brien, "The Community Then and Now", Utilization 
of Community Resources in the Social Studies, Ninth Year- , 
book, of the National Council for the Social Studies, 59-6~; 
~awrence Hall, Cambridge, Massacnusetts, 1938. , 
Fannie W, Dunn, ~· £!£., Chapter II. 
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extensive excursion programs and make use of parents and other!i 
persona in the city for talks and demonstrations. In a fourth 1 
'! 
grade a parent came and demonstrated to children how bread was,! ,, 
made. A Russian grandmother came and showed children how to 
spin flax. An authority on bees helped children to set up 
observational beehives in schoolrooms. The local florist 
demonstrated flower arrangements. Two high school boys 
directed camera clubs for some of the children. Use is made 
of the social agencies in the communities. Members of the 
Garden Club cooperated with teachers in directing junior gar-
den club activities. The schools have cooperated with the 
Historical Association in setting up historical museums in 
the schools. The material is owned by the association with 
the space provided by the schools. y li 
Johnson describes a system of grade sponsors in 
,, 
Atlanta~ 
,, 
Georgia. Adult members of the community, at the request of 
the school, assume responsibility for helping to enrich the 
experiences of children in a particular grade. A first grade 
group, interested in airplanes, used a mechanic as a sponsor, 
who arranged for a visit to an airport and contributed air-
plane pictures and magazines to the class. Another group, 
interested in trains, had as its sponsor a division passenger 
agent, who acted as their guide in exploring the depot, and 
Annie Johnson, "Enrichment Through A System of Grade 
Sponsors" Enriching the Curriculum for the Elementary 
School Child, Eighteenth Yearbook of the Department of 
Elementary Principals, Washington, D.C.:494-499; National 
Education Association, 1939. I 
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arranged for a short journey in an air-conditioned train. In 
a study of Indians, a second grade sponsor interested in 
Indian relics, brought many articles to school and told true 
stories. A third grade group used a minister as a sponsor, 
and in visiting his study, used his library as a model of 
what a home library should be like. In studying plants, a 
greenhouse was visited with the florist acting as sponsor. 
She gave them assistance in preparing the soil for ~~eir 
plants, and also gave them many flowers for their garden. In 
adopting a stray dog, a fourth grade received advice from a 
newspaper editor interested in dogs. He came to school to 
discuss with the children the care of pets, and also secured 
the services of a veterinarian in assisting him. In a study 
of games, a retired army officer who had traveled considerably;: 
and knew much about sports became the sponsor. A one hundred 
per cent Sunday School attendance was the goal of a fifth 
grade. Various churches were visited, both Catholic and 
Protestant, under the sponsorship of a Sunday School worker. 
In planning an outdoor garden, a landscape gardener served as ,, 
sponsor and 'assisted sixth grade children with their plans. 
A civic club member served as sponsor in the children's art 
activity, inviting children to attend art exhibits, and acting! 
as their guide. 
J:! Lamme! states that "What makes it tick?" is the modern 
1/ Rose Lamme!, "What Makes it Tick?" Childhood Education, 
!19-122; November 1950. 
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way of verbalizing the age-old yen of mankind to understand 
and to be at home in the world in which we live. She points 
out that if children are to grow toward maturity, they need 
unlimited opportunity to experiment and make discoveries in 
situations that are real to them and utilizing community 
resources is one of the best ways of encouraging this kind 
of growth. Rote learning from the textbook and the words of 
the teacher should not dominate the situation as the sources 
of all knowledge. Both the teacher and the books are used as 
important guides but many other creative experiences and re-
sources should be used in education. y 
Dresden and Stegman report that the community is a 
resource for any school. In it are experts who can teach 
police protection, banking, and pasteurization of milk better 
than any teacher. In it are flora, rocks, erosion, council 
meetings, and other things about which we teach in school, 
ii 
II 
I 
I 
The school is in, and of the community. It is preparing 'i 
boys and girls to live in the community as participating ~~ 
ti 
I' 
citizens. The school, then, should educate with the knowledgeil 
', of the community. The school and community should interact, 
i' d 
each have knowledge of the other, plan 
in terms of each other. It is pointed 
together, work togetheri 
il 
out that this type of 
education results in adults making continuous contributions 
ii ,, 
Katharine W, Dresden and William H. Stegman, 11When School ·j' 
and Community Get Together," The Clearing House, 25:22-25; 
September 1950. 
to the school and boys and girls being equipped to modify and 
direct their community for the better. 
SUMMARY 
The literature reviewed in this chapter reveals that il 
'i 
teachers in all sections of the country are making use of I[ 
;I 
those community resources which are appropriate for elementary II 
school children. It showed that a method had been devised to '1 
determine the extent to which the elementary schools of a 
utilizing its resources. This method, given community were y 
devised by Holt, is the pattern utilized in fulfilling the 
purpose of this study. 
y Walter Berger Holt, ££• £!!• 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE FOR BUILDING AND 
ADMINISTERING THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
It was necessijl to revise and adapt the check list 
suggested by Holt, in order to carry out this study as 
indicated in Chapter One, so that it could serve as an in-
strument which would aid in determining the extent to which 
the elementary schools of an industrial city in Massachusetts 
are utilizing the resources of the community. This instrument: 
can serve as a pattern or model for others who may be in-
terested in seeking information of a similar nature concerning 
schools in other communities. 
Selection of Field for Study 
The elementary field of education was selected for it is 
the writer's major field of study. 
It was necessary to delimit the scope of the study so 
as not to include the junior and senior school. To have 
included the secondary field would have made the check list 
too broad, with further classifications necessary in order to 
include another part of the community's culture which would 
be appropriate for study by the secondary school group. 
~ 1/ Walter Berger Holt, ££• ~· 
' 
II 
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It was also necessary to restrict the study to a partic-
ular community, for although every community is related in 
its basic functions and necessities of life, each has re-
sources peculiar to its own locality. 
The city was selected for the study because the writer 
is familiar with the community and its environs. 
The community, an industrial city of approximately 
110,000 people, is situated in southeastern Massachusetts. 
There are thirty public elementary schools in the city 
with an enrollment of 8,421 boys and girls. These thirty 
schools are graded as follows: 
Grades Number of Schools 
Kindergarten thru 6th 9 
Kindergarten thru 4th 4 
Kindergarten thru 3rd 6 
First Grade thru 3rd 4 
Fourth Grade thru 6th 7 
This survey was conducted ~~ong the two hundred eighty 
six elementary school teachers comprising the teaching staff, 
in the above listed elementary schools. 
Construction of the Check List 
From accounts in the literature, a representative list 
pf community resources which cover the field appropriate for 
elementary school children was accumulated. Those resources 
of the community that have been utilized by teachers and 
---==:o--==·--- -·-=-----=.:~.-~-::: -==-----=--==:---==:-==-- = _-,:-_:;:-..,-:--::--=-c-__ _ 
schools in all sections of the country were taken into con-
sideration. These resources were then classified as to type 
into the following seven different categories: 
1. Field Trips 
2. aesource Visitors 
3. Interviews With Resource People 
4. Collections and Exhibits 
5. Contacts With Community Agencies 
6. Local Resource Surveys 
7. Community Service Enterprises 
Certain resources were added to the list that are 
peculiar to this city and its environs. However, they are 
similar in nature to those found in the literature. 
A method of obtaining the information desired was 
necessary so that first, the general format of the check list 
would contain clarity of interpretation, and second, that 
there would be an objective means of checking those resources 
utilized. 
At the top of each classified list, a definition of each 
1 
type of community resource was placed. In some cases, the 
definition was enlarged upon by giving examples of how the 
resources could be utilized. By so doing, it was felt that 
two things would be accomplished. First, it would aid in 
maki.ng for a clearer understanding on the part of the individ-, 
ual teacher as to the meaning of each type of resource, and 
thereby eliminate uncertainty. Second, there would be 
' 
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In a similar study by Holt, the question was posed, 
11 Do you think teachers will be honest in their answers? With 
such an imposing list of possibilities, one or two selections 
per sheet might seem trivial to some, and as a result, they 
are likely to color their responses." It was pointed out 
that practically all questionnaires are subject to this weak- ,
1 
ness, for they necessarily depend upon human personalities 
for their completion. The instrument used in this study was 
constructed to reduce this tendency to as great an extent as 
possible in the following ways: 
{1) In the introduction to the questionnaire, the 
writer attempted to gain the confidence of the teachers by 
requesting their help in filling out the questionnaire as 
t.;eir part of some needed research. 
{2) It was specifically stated that no names need bo 
signed. 
{3) The fact that the teachers had three possibilities 
to check for each resource given would make her stop and 
think. 
{4) A space was provided for the teacher to add any 
resource she may have utilized which were not included. 
As an instrument refined through suggestion, criticism, 
and revision, it could now be used to determine the extent 
to which the elementary schools of the city are utilizing 
y Walter Berger Holt, 2£· cit. 
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the resources of the community. It can also serve as a 
pattern for others who may wish to seek similar information 
concerning other communities. 
Administration of the Instrument 
With the permission from the superintendent of schools, 
mimeographed copies of the questionnaire were given to the 
various principals of the thirty schools, who in turn dis-
~~ tributed them among the two hundred eighty six elementary 
,I 
'I ,, 
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school teacners for completion. Fifteen copies were not 
returned so that a one hundred per cent response was not 
possible. Therefore, two hundred and seventy one copies 
were collected for tabulation. 
A copy of the mimeographed questionnaire that was used 
in conducting this survey may be found in the Appendix. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF TEE DATA 
In arriving at conclusions, tables were made showing 
the frequency distribution of each of the seven types of 
resources utilized by all the elementary grades combined. 
In addition to the information revealed by these tables, 
a master questionnaire, for each grade level, is included 
in the Appendix, showing the number of resources utilized 
at the various grade levels. 
TABLE I 
Table I shows the number of different field trips used 
in the past two school years and those undertaken, and to be 
undertaken, during the present school year. 
.. 
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TABLE I (concluded) 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF 
FIELD TRIPS UTILIZED BY ELEMENTARY TEACHERS 
utilized utilized in intend to 
Field Trip since two previous use during 
SeEt.l951 ~ears rest of zr. 
36. Church 1 
37. Restaurant 1 
'*38. Country Walks 1 1 
*39. Ice Pond 1 1 
*40. Nature Walks 1 
'*41. Seashore l 
42. Poultry Farm 5 2 
43. Creamery 3 
44. City Hall l 
45. Garage l 
46. ~uarry l l 
47. Warehouse l l 
48. Factory 3 
49. Truck Farm 
50. Orchard 
51. City Water Supply 
52. Public Utility 
53. Sewage Disposal Plant 
54. Barber Shop 
Totals 184 241 191 
* These resources were not on the writer's list. but were 
added by the teachers. 
School Yard and Public School were the most frequently 
used field trips. No use has been recorded of Truck Farm, 
Orchard, Public Utilities or Barber Shop. There is a total 
of one hundred eighty-four field trips taken since the opening 
of the present school year in 1951, which represents an 
average of less than one field trip per teacher. School Yard 
accounts for forty-one, or almost one-fourth of this total 
number. However the teachers have indicated their intentions 
of utilizing one hundred ninety-one other field trips before 
this school year closes, which will bring the average to more 
than one field trip per teacher. 
TABLE II 
Table II shows the number of different resource visitors 
used in the past two school years and those utilized, and to 
be utilized, during the present school year. 
:r 
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TABLE II 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF 
RESOURCE VISITORS UTILIZED BY ELEMENTARY TEACHERS 
utilized utilized in intend to 
,I Resource Visitors since two previous use during 
I Sept.l951 zears rest of zr. 
1. Policeman 89 62 20 
2. School Nurse 65 47 33 
3. Fireman 37 24 7 
4. Other Teacher 32 21 14 
5. School Janitor 30 24 14 
6. Veteran of WW II 26 41 23 
7. Parent 22 15 10 
B. Doctor 19 14 15 
9. Librarian 18 15 6 
10. Musician 18 22 9 
11. Veteran of WW I 17 33 18 
12. Grandparent 11 9 6 
13. Red Cross Worker 10 7 6 
14. Dairyman 10 6 1 
15. Postman 10 6 4 
16. Reporter 9 6 3 
17. City Officer 7 5 
18. High School Student 5 4 1 
19. Artist 3 2 1 
I 20. Dentist 2 5 3 
I 21. Veterinarian 2 5 1 
I 22. Business Man 2 
I 23. Author 2 3 1 
I 
24. Clergyman 1 1 
25. Theater Manager 1 1 1 
I 26. Civic Art Official 1 
II 
27. City Historian 1 1 1 
, 28. Farmer 1 1 
I 29. Mechanic 1 1 
I *30. Radio Announcer 1 31. Cobbler 2 
32. Grocer 1 
33. Lawyer 
34. Banker 
35. Editor 
36. Druggist 
453 384 198 
* This resource was not on the writer's list, but was added 
by one of the teachers. 
II 
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Policeman is the most frequently used resource visitor, 
but in general, the frequency of the others that have been 
utilized is low. Lawyer, Banker, Editor and Druggist have !I 
not been used at all. However, it is interesting to note that :: 
the total number of resource visitors utilized since September 
1951 is four hundred fifty-three which is sixty-nine more than 
I the total number utilized in the two previous school years, 
I indicating a tendency to make more frequent use of this re-
I! source. 
i In addition to the four hundred fifty-three resource 
! visitors utilized since the opening of the present school 
11 
1
: year, the teachers have indicated using one hundred ninety-
' 
Ieight more before the school year closes, bringing the total 
Ito six hundred fifty-one, which will represent an average of 
I 
more than two being utilized by each teacher. 
TABLE III 
I 
Table III shows the number of interviews with resource 
I people 
' 
lj and to 
used in the past two school years and those utilized, 
be utilized, during the present school year. 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
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TABLE III 
FREQUENCY DIS1'RIBlJTION OF THE N1.J1VIBER OF IN1'ERVIEWS 
WITH RESOURCE VISITORS UTILIZED BY ELEMENTARY TEACHERS 
utilized utilized in intend to 
since two previous use during Interviews with 
Resource People Sept.l951 years rest of yr. 
Parent 27 25 15 
School Nurse 24 19 14 
Other Teacher 18 12 8 
School Janitor 17 11 7 
Policeman 16 6 4 
Grandparent 15 11 8 
Veteran of WVV II 12 7 6 
Librarian 12 7 5 
Doctor 11 8 5 
Fireman 11 6 3 
Red Cross Worker 6 5 4 
Dentist 6 2 3 
Musician 5 4 2 
Grocer 4 3 2 
Dairyman 4 2 
Veteran of WW I 3 1 1 
Druggist 3 1 
Postman 3 
Clergyman 2 2 2 
Cobbler 2 2 1 
Reporter 2 1 1 
Business Man 2 1 1 
Farmer 1 2 
City Officer 1 1 1 
High School Student 1 1 1 
Artist 1 1 1 
Editor 1 1 
Veterinarian 1 
Mechanic 2 
City Historian 1 
Lawyer 
Banker 
Theatre Manager 
Civic Art Official 
Author 
Totals 211 145 95 
I' ,I 
'I 
! 39 
Table III reveals that Parent and School Nurse were 
utilized the most. Lawyer, Banker, Theater Manager, Civic 
Art Official, and Author were not utilized at all. 
It can be noted that the teachers have indicated one 
hundred forty-five interviews during the two previous school 
years, while since September 1951, they have utilized a total 
of two hundred eleven interviews with intentions of making 
ninety-five further interviews before the present school year 
terminates. This total of three hundred sixteen for the 
current school year represents more than twice as many inter-
views than the two previous school years, indicating the 
tendency to make more frequent use of this resource. 
TABLE IV 
Table IV shows the number of Collections and Exhibits 
utilized in the past two school years and those used, and to 
be used, during the present school year. 
40 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
B. 
9. 
10. 
ll. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
*38. 
' *39. 
40. 
41. 
*42. 
*A 
TABLE IV 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF 
COLLECTIONS AND EXHIBITS UTILIZED BY ELEMENTARY TEACHERS 
Colle c tiona 
and 
Exhibits 
utilized 
since 
Sept.l951 
Pictures & Paintings 
Books 
Leaves 
Post cards,travel folders 
Plants 
Dolls 
Flowers 
Maps 
Foreign Articles 
Stamps 
Newspapers 
Shells 
Rocks 
Coins 
Animals 
Insects 
Advertising Illustrations 
Indian Relics 
Raw Materials (flax etc • ) 
Airplane models 
Nests 
Vegetables 
Minerals 
Clothing (period etc.) 
Varieties of wood 
Pottery 
Fabrics 
Letters 
Metals 
Petrified wood 
Handicrafts 
Furniture 
Building Materials 
Tools and Implements 
Fuels 
Utensils 
Dishes 
Seeds 
Farm Models 
Fossils 
Recipes 
Phonograph: Records 
ed 
89 
88 
84 
64 
60 
59 
53 
49 
38 
38 
35 
32 
32 
32 
31 
25 
24 
23 
22 
22 
21 
19 
16 
14 
13 
12 
ll 
ll 
10 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
5 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1076 
utilized in 
two previous 
years 
56 
63 
66 
52 
45 
43 
47 
33 
31 
31 
23 
22 
21 
21 
18 
23 
19 
18 
18 
17 
25 
ll 
8 
6 
6 
9 
9 
8 
8 
7 
4 
2 
4 
3 
2 
2 
5 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
795 
intend to 
use during 
rest of yr. 
44 
56 
38 
34 
30 
25 
35 
27 
20 
13 
18 
17 
14 
9 
13 
5 
15 
6 
10 
12 
13 
9 
6 
3 
3 
5 
3 
3 
6 
3 
4 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
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Pictures and Paintings, Books, Leaves, and Post Cards 
and Travel Folders were the resources most frequently util-
ized for collections and exhibits. Fossils, Recipes, and 
II 
I! 
II 
1
[ 42 
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Phonograph Recordings were the least utilized. The total 
number of this type of resource utilized since September 1951, 
is one thousand seventy-six, with seven hundred ninety-five 
utilized during the two previous school years, and five 
hundred fourteen intended to be utilized during the rest of 
this school year. 
TABLE V 
Table V shows the number of community agencies contacted 
in the past two school years and those contacted, and to be 
contacted, during the present school year. 
i1 
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TABLE V 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF 
COMMUNITY AGENCIES CONTACTED BY ELEMENTARY TEACHERS 
Contacts utilized utilized in intend to 
with since two previous use during 
Communit~ Asencies Se;Et.l951 I ears rest of yr. 
1. Junior Red Cross 75 49 22 
2. Police Department 62 33 15 
3. Fire Department 42 20 7 
4. Public Library 40 27 20 
5. Red Cross 39 23 12 
6. CoiiD:~~unity Chest 33 29 11 
7. Girl Scouts 23 19 13 
8. Humane Society 18 24 6 
9. Boy Scouts 16 15 11 
10. Church 11 8 8 
11. Public School 11 7 6 
12. Newspapers 9 4 4 
13. Health Department 8 7 2 
14. Veteran's Groups 7 5 1 
15. Child Study Club 4 1 1 
16. Garden Club 3 2 2 
/i 
17. P, T, A. 1 1 1 
18. D. A. R. 1 1 
19. Lion's Club 1 1 
I 20. Post Office 1 
21. Merchants Organization 1 
22. Factories 2 
23. Street Department 
24. Women's Club 
25. Four-H Club 
26. Business Organizations 
27. Stores 
Totals 406 276 144 
'· 
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Junior Red Cross is the agency most frequently contacted, 
with Police Department, Fire Department and Public Library 
next in order of frequency. It is not surprising that Junior 
Red Cross, Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, and Public Library occupy 
leading positions in frequency of their use, for members of 
these organizations are people directly concerned with the 
school. 
It would seem that factories, business organizations and 
stores would have some contributions to make, but they have 
not been utilized at all. 
The total number of agencies contacted for the present 
school year starting in 1951 is four hundred six. During 
the two previous school years, it was only two hundred seventy• 
six. This fact, together with the total number of one hundred 
forty-four intended to be contacted during the remainder of 
this school year, may be indicative of a trend toward the 
realization of the fact that agencies of the community have 
a contribution to make if contacted. 
TABLE VI 
Table VI shows the number of local resource surveys made 
in the past two school years and those made, and to be made, 
during the present school year. 
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TABLE VI 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE NUMBER OF 
LOCAL RESOURCE SURVEYS MADE BY ELEMENTARY TEACBERS 
utilized utilized in intend to 
Local Resource since two previous use during 
surveys Sept.l95l years rest of yr. 
Local history 11 9 8 
Geographical features 7 4 4 
Industries 5 4 7 
Natural resources 5 3 9 
Art & cultural resources 4 2 1 
People who have traveled 3 3 5 
Agriculture (farms etc.) 3 1 2 
Occupations 2 2 5 
Beauty Spots 2 1 4 
Agencies of the community 1 1 1 
Opportunities for recreation 2 
Totals 43 30 48 
i: 
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Local History has the highest .frequency, and this is 
II i! very likely due to the .fact that the schools have cooperated 
I
I,' in gathering material for the writing of a history of the 
F city for children, Geographical features, industries natural 
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resources, art and cultural resources and people who have 
traveled, were next in order of frequency. Opportunities 
for recreation was the survey that was least utilized, 
It can be noted that the total number of forty-three 
surveys utilized since September 1951 with the total of 
forty-eight intended to be utilized before the close of the 
current school year, far exceeds the total o.f thirty utilized 
in the past two school years by sixty-one, This seems to 
indicate the tendency to make more frequent use of this type 
of resource, 
TABLE VII 
Table VII shows the number of community service enter-
prises in which there was participation in the past two school 
\ years and those in which there has been, and will be, partici-
11 pation during the present school year, 
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TABLE VII 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF 
COMMUNITY SERVICE ENTERPRISES IN WHICH 
ELEMENTARY TEACHERS PARTICIPATED 
Community 
Service 
Enterprises 
utilized 
since 
Sept.l951 
1. March of Dimes 134 
2. Collections of food, 
clothes and money, etc. 81 
3. Memorial Day Celebration 
4. Fire Prevention Week 72 
5. Community safety campaign 46 
6. Beautifying school grounds 21 
7. Tuberculosis Seals 18 
8. Crippled Children Seals 17 
9. Community clean-up week 14 
10. Community Halloween Celeb. 13 
11. Planting gardens 11 
12. Winter bird-feeding sta. 10 
13. Preservation of beneficial 
birds and animals 10 
14. Educational exhibits in 
library or store windows 9 
*15. Heart Fund 5 
16. Beautifying the community 5 
17. Gifts to local hospital 
inmates 4 
18. Advertising devices for 
Community Chest, etc. 4 
19. Preserving local history 2 
20. Writing book on local 
history 2 
21. Protecting and planting 
wild life 1 
22. Control of noxious weeds 1 
*23. Collecting newspapers 1 
24. Community 4th of July 
*25. Defense Stamp Drive 
26. Control of harmful insects 
Totals 481 
utilized in 
two previous 
years 
109 
66 
97 
53 
43 
14 
14 
20 
23 
11 
10 
11 
10 
8 
5 
3 
10 
1 
3 
2 
6 
1 
1 
4 
1 
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intend to 
use during 
rest of yr. 
30 
29 
77 
27 
22 
12 
7 
9 
12 
4 
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Participation in the March of Dimes campaign has the 
greatest frequency, with collection of food and money for the 
needy, ranking second. It is interesting to note that both 
involve the collection of money. 
Memorial Day Celebration, naturally, was not reported 
since September 1951, but was placed third in order of 
frequency because it ranked third as a community enterprise 
intended for participation before the close of the present 
school year. 
Control of harmful insects was the only enterprise in 
which there was no participation reported. 
The total community service enterprises which there 
has been some participation in since September 1951 is four 
hundred eighty-one with two hundred fifty-seven additional 
enterprises reported as intended for participation before 
the close of the current school year. This total of seven 
hundred thirty-eight over the five hundred twenty-six, 
reported for the two previous school years, seems to indicate 
the tendency to make more frequent use of this type of 
resource. 
:: 
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QUESTIONS RELATED TO RESOURCES 
In answer to the question on the last page of the 
questionnaire, "Have the community resources that you have 
utilized been directly related to the classroom activities 
of your children," there were one hundred eighty six teachers 
- ~-
who indicated in the affirmative, ten gave a negative response~, 
:' 
three indicated "somewhat" and the remainder made no response 
at all. This indicated that about two-thirds of the teachers 
have utilized community resources directly related to the 
classroom activities. Since the remaining third did not 
answer either "yes" or "no", it must be presumed that they 
were in doubt as to the status of at least some of the 
resources they utilized. 
To the request that teachers list any resources that 
they would not utilize again for their classroom program, 
the following comments were made: "I would not use again-
Local History and Industries;" (no explanation was given), 
"Bakery - children did not get enough information to make it 
worthwhile;""Use field trips sparingly - too little time and 
groups too large for teachers to be responsible for safety, 
especially younger children;" "Depends on kind of classes 
one has as to whether one utilizes available outside 
resources;" and "I would use many more if there were time 
enough in the school year." 
- ---------~-------
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It was the purpose of this study to determine the extent 
to which the elementary schools of an industrial city in 
Massachusetts, are utilizing the resources of the community. 
Since the literature did reveal a method to determine 
the extent to which the elementary schools of a given 
community were utilizing its resources, it was not necessary 
to devise another method. By using the accounts in the 
literature of teachers who have utilized community resources 
appropriate for elementary school children, a representative 
list of resources was evolved and used to build a question-
naire in the form of a check list, similar to the check list 
.!1 
used by Holt. 
This questionnaire can serve as a pattern or point of 
departure for others who may wish to seek information of a 
similar nature. 
Walter Berger Holt, ££• cit. 
Conclusions 
1. The teachers of the city are utilizing the resources 
of the community but there is a wide variation in ~~e number 
of resources used by individual teachers. 
2. Extensive use of the potential number of resources 
available in the community was not made. A trend for greater 
use was noted. 
3. Collections and Exhibits were the resources most 
frequently utilized. In the order of frequency the resources 
are: 
a. Collections and Exhibits 
b. Community Service Enterprises 
c. Resource Visitors 
d. Contacts with Community Agencies 
e. Field Trips 
f. 
g. 
Interviews with Resource People 
Local Resource Surveys 
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Suggestions for Further Study 
1. With respect to the utilization of community 
resources, conduct a similar study to determine how the 
elementary schools of other cities compare with those of 
this city. 
2. A study could be made to determine if teachers are 
aware of the various resources of the community in which 
they teach. 
3. Conduct a survey to determine if communities are 
making provisions in the curriculum for guiding teachers 
in the use of community resources. 
4. Determining children's knowledge of their own 
community and its various resources is another study that 
could be conducted. 
5. Make a survey of the potential number of resources 
. 
II 
lj 
I, 
available in a particular community and offer this information !I 
ii 
to the school department. 
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APPENDIX I 
THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
1!. 
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EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
There is considerable need for research in the field 
of community resources, as to the extent they are being 
used by the elementary school. 
Your cooperation would be appreciated in filling out 
this questionnaire, Which is in the form of a check list. 
There will be no attempt to discredit or cast reflections 
on any individual's teaching efforts. Therefore, your 
signature is not required. There is, however, a space pro-
vided on the last page to indicate the grade you teach. 
Upon completing it, kindly place in the envelope 
provided, and seal it, giving it to the principal of the 
school. 
* 
Thank you for your interest and cooperation. 
LEONARD A. SILVEIRA 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOI, OF EDUCATION 
Definitions of the community resources used in this 
questionnaire have been adapted from Edward G. Olsen's 
School and Community (New York, Prentice-Ball, Inc., 
1945]. 
-1-
FIELD TRIPS 
A fidld trip is an organized excursion. which is taken by 
the children prima:l'ily for educational purposes, as an integral. 
part of their class:..·oom program. It offers r·irst hand acquaint-
ance with natural aw· social features of the local environment, 
with opportunity for securing information by on-the-scene dis-
covery and investigation on the part of the children. Satisfac-
tory trips may require only a few minutes, as when a class goes 
outside to notice some natural phenomena in the school yard. 
Other trips may rer;_uire a full classroom period or more, especi-
ally if the point of interest is located some distance from the 
school. Although field trips have certain n:macademic values, 
they are not to be identified with hikes or picnics organized 
for pleasure purposes, with trips to athletic events, or other 
such activities of a similar nature. 
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Check (/i the re; :_e you 
utilized in intend to 
the two ure- utilize dur-
vious school in,;,- rest of 
years ;;;:;-;::,..,,..,, year. 
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RESOURCE VISITORS 
In every community there are people with rich a~i varied 
backgrounds. They can be called resource visitors because they 
are people who can be invited into the school to demonstrate 
special accomplishments or special interests which are of value 
to children. They are both able and willing to display, dis-
cuss, and present their particular achievement before a group 
of children. Resource visitors are not utilized for the pur-
pose of entertainment, but rather for serious educational pur-
pose, that of creating better understanding of the activit~ 
problem, or unit on which the children are planning or working. 
Check ( ') the resource you 
utilized utilized in 1n tenae-a -t-o 
RESOURCE VISITORS since the two pre- utilize dur-
sept. 1951 vious school ing rest of 
Years. school year. 
1 Parent 
2 Grandparent 
3 Cler 
4 Other teacher 
5 Dentist 
6 Lawver 
7 Ba.ri.ker 
8 Editor 
9 Reporter 
10 School nurse 
11 CitY offJ.cer 
12 Red Cross worker 
13 T:b..ea ter manager 
14 L~ b::-arJ.an 
15 Civic art off~cJ.al 
15 VeterJ.narian 
17 .Hi;zh School student 
18 FJ.reman 
19 Policeman 
20 Dairvman 
21 Business n:en 
2~ Veteran of WW I 
23 Veteran of WW I.l 
24 Postman 
25 c~ ty hl.storl.an 
26 Farmer 
27 Grocer 
28 MechanJ.c 
29 Cobbler 
30 Druggist 
31 Doctor 
32 Musician 
33 School .1ani tor 
34 Author 
35 ArtJ.st 
(List others on reverse) 
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INTERVIEWS !!I'm RESOURCE PEOPLE 
An interview is 1.nother technique of utilizing :r·a<~ource 
people for educationd"- purposes. It is a method whereby one 
or more children in a~ informal conference, question some mem-
ber of the community who is an authority in his field, for some 
type of information. The interview usually takes place in a 
person's place of work or home rather than in the classroom, and 
does not require a p~epared talk or demonstration on the part of 
the person being interviewed. 
r.n .. nk (V) the re e you 
INTERVIEWS 
ufd 1; "''""' utilized ln lln'tena o 
since the two _.!JL-..-1 u· lize dur-
Sept. 1951 vious school in~~: rest of 
years. school veer. 
j 
f ~Rnt'!n~~lt~------~----------+-----------;--------------C LerQ n 
teacner 
•en'&lst 
:tOJ 
Jor ~er 
ltY arr.Lc r~~~--~----------~----------+-------------­lec eros s rorker 
il.ea'&e 
!.vic ;r· )ff1c1aJ 
Ye 1r 
Hi Snhnn stunent 
!'I eman 
•n .l.ceman 
IS: 
v of WN II_ 
2• ~o:J~j~n~~~~----~-----------r------------t-------------­ji J1 ;v .lstn-,.tan 
'Z'l Groce: 
~ li 0 
~ }obbler 
~ lst 
-·---)OCtO: 
>[us . cian 
o .. oo. .1an1 tor 
:3 lu ;nor 
:3 lr ;1st 
(List others on reverse) 
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COLLECTIONS AND EXHIBITS 
There is a wealth of material objects, specimens, and models 
in the community which if collected and placed on exhibit, can be 
utilized to enrich the classroom program. Nature, pupils' homes, 
industrial and commerical concerns, etc., are sources fromwhich 
such materials may be procured. Some articles nay be obtained 
for permanent exhibition, while others may be secured for temp-
orary use. 
COLLECTIONS 
and 
EXHIBITS 
1 Plants 
2 ROCKS 
3 Shells 
4 -varnres iff wood 
5 COins 
6 Stanitis 
? Flowers 
8 e2etables 
·g- n<han relics 
Tir nseet""s 
11 Pictures & Paintin&Zs 
12 AdvertlSIM Illustr. 
13 Buildin2 materJ.als 
14 Clothu12 Cnerlod. etc I 
lo Fabrics 
Check ell\ the res< urea you 
utili-zed utilized in 1ntend to 
Since the two pre- utilize dur-
Sept. 1951 vious school ing rest of 
vears. school :vear. 
16 Post cards. travel fold. 
I? Fuels 
rtr-rrests 
19 Raw materi8l s l flax etc 
20 -Fossils 
21 Petrified woods 
22 Minerals 
23 Dolls 
~4 Tore~n art1cles 
25 Metals 
26 Potterv 
2 'Iools and imolements 
2 Leaves 
2 An1mals 
3 Airnlane models 
31 Furniture 
3 Dishes 
3 ~ewsuaoers 
3 Mans 
57 Letters 
-ss -utenBrls 
39 Bo6Ks 
(List others on reverse) 
-6-
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, 
CONTACTS ~ COMMUNITY AGENCIES 
Communities are served by three types of agenci.as: govern-
mental -- those created by law and supported by taxes, such as 
the police force and post office; commercial -- those operated 
for the purpose of profit making, such as the store and factory; 
and private non-commercial -- those organized voluntarily by 
private groups, such as the church, P.T.A., and the Lion's Club. 
The school as a whole, or a group of children have contact with 
an agency when either the agency or the children sponsors some 
community project for civic welfare, or as a supplement toward 
enrict. .. ng the regular academic program. For example, the 
Garden Club could aid a class in a study of gardening, or the 
fire department could cooperate with a group of children in a 
project to eliminate fire hazards in the home. 
CONTACTS 
with 
COMMUNITY AGENCIES 
"I lrommuriitv~est 
2 :hurch 
::1 ea: t: ross 
4 lhi Lc Studv Club 
5 .Tun or Re-d Cross 
6 D. • R. 
? ol ce Denartment 
8 lire De ar t;men t 
9 :umane oc et:V 
10 .ion's ilu 
11 arden lub 
12" • -y. A. 
13 1 ost OffJ.ce 
14 f ea'rth Denartment 
15 Pub J.c LrDrarv 
16 Street Dent. 
T? -women's CJ:ub 
18 Veteran•sliroutis 
19 Bov Scouts 
2lJ Girl --gcouts 
21 Four-H Club 
22 Merchants Or2. 
riewSDiiDers 
2? Pubi"Ic School 
Check (V) the community agency you 
contacted 
since 
Sept. 1951 
contacted intend to 
in the two contact dur-
previous ing rest of 
school years. school year. 
(List others on r~verse) 
-?-
-· 
LOCAL RESOURCE SURVEYS 
A survey of local resources is an organized study and pro-
cedure by the children for the purpose of collecting and securing 
data on certain features of the community. Combined with the 
activities of the classroom, it will involve field trips and in-
terviews. A class may be studying the historical development of 
their city, and thereby make a survey to discover the location 
of the first settlement, where the first industries were estab-
lished, relatives of the first settlers, and other points of 
historical interest. Material that is collected can be filed 
and supplemented by keeping it up to date. This material can 
be placed in a central office so that other teachers may refer 
to it. 
Check [ ~ the survev ou 
made since made in the intend to 
LOCAL RESOURCE SURVEYS September two previous IWke dur-
1951. school years. ing rest of 
school yr. 
l Local historv 
2 "Fe em e Wlio have ~raveled: 
3 Beau ~v s oots 
4 AI"& Cii ~ural resources 
5 Onuortun .ties I'or recreation 
[ Tndustr~es 
.., OccUUa.tTons 
E IR:encies of the co.mmun~ tv 
~ eoaranhica.J features 
1lJ ~ffcuT&ure \farms. ~c. J 
llli atural resources 
(List others) 
-8-
COMMUNITY SERVICE ENTERPRISES 
A community service enterprise is a cooperative group 
activity in which there is actual planning and participation 
on the part of children in some phase of community betterment 
or improvement. 
Check (vl the enternrise in which you 
part~cipated warhffpated !intend to 
COMMUNITY since in the two participate 
SERVICE Sept. 1951 previous during the 
ENTLRPRISES school vears rest of vr. 
1 Fire Prevention Week 
2 Tuberculosis Seals 
3 Crippled Ch~ldren Seals 
4 Memorial Dav Celebrat~on 
5 Collect~ons of food, clothes, 
and monev for the needy. 
6 Preservi= local h~storv 
7 ontrol of harmful insects 
8 ontrol of nox~ous weeds 
9 Preservation of beneficial 
birds and animals 
1C c ommun~ tv clean-up wee.k: 
1 Commun~ty safety campaign 
H eaut~rvi= tne communit 
12 ommuni tv Ha loween Ce1e o. 
14 ommunitv 4tb. of July Ce eb. 
15 March of D~mes 
16 Beautifviruz school .;:rounds 
17 P1ant~n&Z .;:ardens 
18 Educat~onal exnilnts ~n 
li brarv or store windows. 
19 Advert~s~ng devices for 
Communitv Chest. etc. 
ZlY Protecting and plant~ng 
Wild flowers. 
21 W~nter b!ird-feed~n&Z stations 
22 Wr~ting book on local historv 
23 Gifts to local hosp~ tal ~nmates 
(List others) 
-9-
1. Grade you teach ----------------
2. Have the community resources that you have utilized 
been directly related to the classroom activities of 
your children? Yes __ _ No ___ _ 
3. Of those community resources which you have utilized, 
list any that you would not use again for your class-
room program. 
-10-
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FIELD TRIPS 
A field trip is an organized excursion which is taken by 
the children primarily for educational purposes, as an integral 
part of their class1·oom program. It offers first hand acquaint-
ance with natural an!' social features of the local environment, 
with opportunity for securing information by on-the-scene dis-
covery and investigation on the part of the children. Satisfac-
tory trips may require only a few minutes, as when a class goes 
outside to notice some natural phenomena in the school yard. 
Other trips may require a full classroom period or more, especi-
ally if the point of interest is located some distance from the 
school. Although field trips have certain nonacademic values, 
they are not to be identified with hikes or picnics organized 
for pleasure purposes, with trips to athletic events, or other 
such activities of a similar nature. 
Check lill the resource you 
lltillzed utrJTzed in intend to 
FIELD TRIPS since the two pre- utilize dur-
sept. 1951 vious school ing rest of 
lvears. school year. 
lDa~r farm 1 
2 Pow i'v1'arm 1 1 
3 True farm 
4 Orchard 
5 Greenhouse -~ 2 
useum 
ewsnaner nlant 
t'lieatre 1 
9 Radio trans.sta. 
1 Broadcasflri.g: studio 
1 Publl c li brarv 1 
i -Ponce denartment ? , 
1 c~tv Hall 
14 F1re station ~ k b. 
15 Ci tv waf.er SUDDlV 
16 AI:i'Dort 
17 eta11 store 
"'' 
"'1- ? 
18 ~olesa1e market 
19 ai road stat~ion 1 
20 ac orv 
2 'il'n lie utiHtv 
2}r an 1 
23 Bus terminal 
2-4 Post off1ce ] 
"20 Gar~e 
26 Gasoline station 1- 2 
"'' '2' Laundrv 
2 :sa:Kerv -1 2 
2 Creamery , 
3 Dent. store , (continued) 
-2-
FIELD TRIPS 
31 Building cons tr. 
32 School yard 
33 Public school 
34 HOSPltal 
35 Historical place 
36 Cemt t..§.ry 
37 Q.uarry 
38 State Capital 
39 Parks 
4U Sewap:e dis.plant 
41 Church 
42 Warehouse 
4:5 Road construction 
44 Barber shop 
45 Restaurant 
46 Pl'ivate home 
47 vette'table 12:arden 
48 Flower &~:arden 
49 Shoe repa1r sho.:p 
50 Animal Rescue Leat~:Ue 
(List Others) 
TCJrALS 
utilized 
since 
Sept. 1951 
4 
7 
I; 
3 
2 
4i~ 
I -
r 
49 
-3-
73 
Check (/) the resource you 
utillzed 1n intend to 
the two vre- utilize dur-
vious school ing rest of 
years school _year. 
'2j 
b. 
'2j 
2 2 
1 1 
5 4' 
. 
2 
l! 
J r:; 
7 
59 42 
RESOURCE VISITORS 
RESOURCE VISITORS 
~<> -''"'l t 
tt 
:n 
'enorter 
fft"VOf'HCeii' 
~ed Cross w 
,ibrarian 
ivic art off 
1ii!U.'IAn 
:;-;:[i 
~ 
~ s rt 
t:; :n Tl"'"" mn e=o- -ww I 
lol: bler 
toe t;o: 
r, 
o WW II 
"" = TAmtor 
7 
4 
7 
1 
:r 
··2'· 
4' 
1 
l 
c 
j 
l 
T OT.A.LS 84' (List others on reverse) 
-4-
uti.LJ.zed 1n 
the two pre-
vious school 
··- --"1. 
6 
3 
0 
1 
. 
~ 
, 
J 
~ 
66 
74 
l.n tended to 
utilize dur-
ing rest of 
<tl"h f'lf'l 1 ••oo-
3 
2 
1 
I 
,. 
, 
b.. 
, 
i 
41 
75 
INTERVIEWS !TI.'li RESOURCE PEOPLE 
An interview is another technique of utilizing r·a<Jource 
people for educational purposes. It is a method whereby one 
or more children in an informal conference, question some mem-
ber of the community who is an authority in his field, for some 
type of information. The interview usually takes place in a 
person's place of work or home rather than in the classroom, and 
does not require a prepared talk or demonstration on the part of 
the person being interviewed. 
Check (a/) the resource vou 
utilized ut~lized in I intend to 
INTERVIEWS since the two pre- utilize dur-
Sept. 1951 vious school ing rest of 
vears. school year. 
1 Parent 
- 3 '3 
~ rand:Darent 2 2• 
3 Ier n 2 2 
4 ffiler ~ e aclier 1 1 1 
Dentist 2- 2 "i 
awver 
an liCer 
:i:I -cor 
e or~er 1 
0 c oo1 nurse ~ 2 ?c-
.L fr ;v -Ofi'1cer , 
2 ed lrross'Noffer 1 
u 'heater mana!ler 
~ I:IDraffan 
u: iivic art ofi'fCial 
[6 eiterinarian 
[7 ~ --scnoo"I studen~ 1 1 -
18 r1reman ~ 1 
111 o"l~ceman 2 1 
w Jairvman 2 1 
:1 usiness I!ll.D. I• 1 ___ ..J ___ __ , 
:z- ~eran of WW I 
--3 eteran of --ww n 1 , , 
2 ostl!EUl 
~ ,-It~v nistori.an 
~ Farmer 
27 Grocer 
~eorari.Ic 
""29" CJ"oo ller , , 
30 Dru t!li st 
~· 51- Doc or "i ~ 41 .,.,_ ___ 
32 .ms Cian 
-3: c ool .iani tor ~ "i ? 
~ u ilior 
"31 GO :Ist 
TOTALS 30 (List others on reverse) 27 29 
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COLLECTIONS AND EXHIBITS '16 
There is a wealth of material objects, specimens, and models 
in the community which if collected and placed on exhibit, can be 
utilized to enrich the classroom program. Nature, pupils' homes, 
industrial and commerical concerns, etc., are sources from which 
such materials may be procured. Some articles may be obtained 
for permanent exhibition, while others may be secured for temp-
orary use • Check 111'1 the resc .urce you 
COLLECTIONS ut~d utilized ln ~n~ena to 
and Since the two pre- : :i~hlize dur-EXHIBITS Sept. 1951 vious school ;~,rest of 
vears. sc.iool vear. 
'1 ants ~:;· 3 "5 
= 
ih<> I~CI 
w ;res or wood 1 
lins 1 1 , 
2 1 
2 ~ lli 
E lbles ? 
"' 
"'I 
1: ...,re:rr"·" 
[) 1! ~ots , 
}l rc & 'PR c; "5 3 
Ai -r LU 1tr. 
nt> -niS:t 
\: roc ,..,.- TM r l od e-tcr 
l'a:b •ios 1 
Pos cards fold 1 1 , 
fue [S 
9 lea l;s 1 2 1 
g 1aw nia~teJ:ii 9:1 s 1 '1 .,T etc 
"' 2' f'ied woods 
~ Hn.<lJ:'ais 
"l lOTI 7 "i ~. 
articles 
'"' 
l7 Too Ls and ltS 
Nl' iS t;- lL' 
ll .-;:;-.;,; ,.,-o 1 1 
3( Ls 
rur~ure 2 
31 = lcrafts 2 2 2 
~eo: lnes 
l8rS 
6MB: 
)'I -T 1 
38U ls 
lkS $~Boc --s 6•: 
"' 
List T (VI' AT "'- :;f others on reverse 38 34 
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CONTACTS WITH COMMUNITY AGENCIES 
Communities are served by three types of agencies: govern-
mental -- those created by law and supported by taxes, such as 
the police force and post office; commercial -- those operated 
for the purpose of profit making, such as the store and factory; 
and private non-commercial -- those organized voluntarily by 
private groups, such as the church, P.T.A., and the Lion 9 s Club. 
The school as a whole, or a group of children have contact with 
an agency when either the agency or the children sponsors some 
community project for civic welfare, or as a supplement toward 
enricL_ng the regular academic program. For example, the 
Garden Club could aid a class in a study of gardening, or the 
fire department could cooperate with a group of children in a 
project to eliminate fire hazards in the home. 
Check (V) the community a~ency you 
CONTACTS contacted contacted intend to 
with since in the two contact dur-
COMMUNITY AGENCIES Sept. 1951 previous ing rest of 
school years. school vear. 
1 lfo:mmun~tv Chest ~ 
~ CKurcn :; 
3 Reacrross 
' 
A 
4 Chi d Studv Club 
5 Jun or Rea Cross 7 6 4 
6 D. • R, 
7 Pol ce Denartment 4': 2 2 
8 Tire De ar tment "'5 2 2 
9 !umane oc etv ~·· 
10 .ion's :lu 0 
Tl "Jar en flu 
f2 • ,-, A, 1 :t 1 13 Pos Office 
14 Jiea:: ct"h Denartment , ~' 1 
15 Pub .ic Librarv , 1 , 
6 treat Dent. 
f11 omen's ---club 
8 eteran' s ~roui:ls 1 
19 Bov Scouts 1 2 , 
2lJ Girl lrcouts -.; -.; '!I 
21 Four-H Club 
tal:r&rerc)llB:nts -or.~r. 
23ljuS1ness Or.~r, 
4 Factories 
to res 
ewsoaoers 1 1 , 
2 ?ublic School 2 1 1 
TOTALS 34' (List others on r$verse) 23 
-7-
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LOCAL RESOURCE SURVEYS 
A survey of local resources is an organized study and pro-
cedure by the children for the purpose of collecting and securing 
data on certain features of the cozmnunity. Combined with the 
activities of the classroom, it will involve field trips and in-
terviews. A class may be studying the historical development of 
their city, and thereby make a survey to discover the location 
of the first settlement, where the first industries were estab-
lished, relatives of the first settlers, and other points of 
historical interest. Material that is collected can be filed 
and supplemented by keeping it up to.date. This material can 
be placed in a central office so that other teachers may refer 
to it. 
LOCAL RESOURCE SURVEYS 
I Local lil~orv 
2 eon· e w o have traveled 
3 eati'W" s ot"s 
4 trt & cu _tural resources 
Check ( ~ the survev 
made since made in the 
September two previous 
1951. school years. 
!nnorl:un _ties for recreation 
naustnes 
ccunations 
~encies Of the cozmnuni tv 
eO!lra ili!ca1 fea'&ures 
10 l.lzricu_ture !farms. etc.J 
II a-&ura resources 
Tar.ALS 0 (List others) 
-8-
ou 
intend to 
llJ3.k e dur-
ing rest of 
school yr. 
0 
COMMUNITY SERVICE ENTERPRISES 
A community service enterprise is a cooperative group 
activity in which there is actual planning and participation 
on the part of children in some phase of community betterment 
or ~mprovement. 
·;s 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICE 
ENTERPRISES 
Check Cvl the enternrise in which vou 
participated j:par't-lffpated 1ntend to 
since in the two participate 
Sept. 1951 previous during the 
school vears rest of yr. 
1 Fire Prevention Week 
2 Tuberculosis Seals 
3 Crippled ChJ.ldren Seals 
4 Memorial Dav Celebration 
5 CollectJ.ons of food, clothes, 
and monev for the needy. 
6 reserviruz local hi storv 
7 ontrol of harmful J.nsects 
8 ontrol of noxJ.ous weeds 
9 PreservatJ.on of benericia~ 
birds and animals 
~ ozmnunJ. tv clean-up wee 
l ozmnun1tv safetv cemna: . .2:n 
1 eautJ.rvJ.ruz the commun tv 
13 OommunJ.tv Hal~oween ce~eb. 
14 CommunJ.tv 4th of J"ulv Celeb. 
15 March of DJ.mes 
16 Beautifvi= school .2:rounds 
l'T Plantinll: 01:ardens 
18 Educa-cional exnibits J.n 
librarv or store windows. 
19 AdvertJ.sing devices for 
Cozmnunitv Chest. etc. 
ZIT Protecting and planting 
Wild flowers. 
21 WJ.nter bll.rd-feedJ.nP< stations 
22 Wr1 tin01: book on local history_ 
23 Gifts to local hospl 'tal J.nmates 
(List others) TOXALS 
-9-
5 
1 1 
1 2 1 
6 
8 7 4 
, 
13' 4 
1 
1 1 1 
1 
40 45 22 
j, 
li 
!<!ASTER QUES'I' I ONNAIRE 
FCR 
GRADE ONE 
i 
!lao 
' 
• 
81. 
FIELD TRIPS 
A field trip is an organized excursion which is taken by 
the children primarily for educational purposes, as an integral 
part of their class:r·oom program. It offers .first hand acquaint-
ance with natural anc social features of the local environment, 
with opportunity for securing information by on-the-scene dis-
covery and investigation on the part of the children. Satisfac-
tory trips may require only a few minutes, as when a class goes 
outside to notice some natural phenomena in the school yard. 
Other trips may require a full classroom period or more, especi-
ally if the point of interest is located some distance from the 
school. Although field trips have certain nonacademic values, 
they are not to be identified with hikes or picnics organized 
for pleasure purposes, with trips to athletic events, or other 
such activities of a similar nature. 
FIELD TRIPS 
:t'a:rm 
The l.tr 
-R...-rp;" • sta. 
rn ~ 3tfiia-~--.,; 
p,_,· i " _i 
lB 
"'i'n' ca- e- it 
;v 
re 1ta;ion 
( il v ~-SUPP.l v 
station 
tra(!'~ 
29 ,.,.,, 
30 Dent. 
,. 
, 
, 
1 
-2-
• (Ill tb e resource you 
l-ufl1T7.An in intend -to 
· th:;· two pre- ~u~tiilize dur-
vious school rest of 
vears. iool vear. 
1 
, 
, 
1 
, 
2 
1 
\ cori'ffnue!O:J 
FIELD TRIPS 
31 BuTrdin&Z constr. 
32 School var<r 
33 PuoHc school 
34 Hosni ta'l 
35 H~ffoncal ulace 
36 Cemeta:rv 
37 O:Uarrv 
38 State Canital 
39 Parks 
4CY Sewe:ile dis:n1ant 
41 Church 
42 Warehouse 
43 Road construction 
44 Barb-er sliol'l-
45" Restaurant 
46 Private home 
47 -ve.,.-etao1e aarden 
48 Flower !Zarden 
49 Shoe renair shon 
50 An~mal Rescue Lea&ZUe 
51. Country Walk (List Others) 
TorALS 
utilized 
since 
Sept. 1951 
1 
-w-
7 
, 
4 
~ 
l 
43 
-3-
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Check t.l\ the resource you 
u'&Hized in 
the two pre-
vious school 
vears 
, 
9 
~ 
( 
':) 
l 
60 
' 
1Tntend to 
utilize dur-
ing rest of 
school vear. 
I'; 
7; 
, 
4.: 
"'I 
b. 
, 
36 
83 
RESOURCE VISITORS 
In every community there are people with rich ard varied 
backgrounds. They can be called resource visitors because they 
are people who can be invited into the school to demonstrate 
special accomplishments or special interests which are of value 
to children. They are both able and willing to display, dis-
cuss, and present their particular achievement before a group 
of children. Resource visitors are not utilized for the pur-
pose of entertainment, but rather for serious educational pur-
pose, that of creating better understanding of the activit~ 
problem, or unit on which the children are planning or working. 
RESOURCE VISITORS 
mtist 
r 
idi to:r-
;-;;:;;:;, IiUi.'Se 
i~v of'f'icer 
cross 
J.ea:tei' 
.b"!"arian 
nh ,, student 
~ 
Po i 
na 
3U lli6SS mn 
o WW I 
23 o WWII 
24 ) 0 itiiiEiil 
'i ~v his 
"" 
28 lc 
"29 515IElr 
lst 
Inc to 
" rcL"an 
:c· no :iani tor 
31 lr" 1st 
!utilized ut1l.1zed 1n 
the two pre-
pa~~· 1951 vious school 
vears. 
1 
1 
9 
' 
1 
··~ 
2 
TOTALS 86 (List others on reverse) 74 
-4-
YOU 
1nt ld to 
utilize dur-
ing rest of 
Anhnnl year. 
3 
1 
2 
, 
2 
31 
. 
INTERVIEWS WITH RESOURCE PEOPLE 
-
An interview is another technique of utilizing r·a"'ource 
people for educational purposes. It is a method whereby one 
or more children in an informal conference, question some mem-
ber of the community who is an authority in his field, for some 
type of information. The interview usually takes place in a 
person's place of work or home rather than in the classroom, and 
does not require a prepared talk or demonstration on the part of 
the person being interviewed. 
INTERVIEWS 
l 
'""n"'"' l"t 
Ln 
;her teacner 
:>un"t1St 
.dl. "tc 
tenorter 
LU 1nn1 
:1tv ot r 
ed Cross 1r 
neate. 
I.B.I 
L vic e r1 of'l"ici aJ. 
:l Lrem Lil 
L9 Pelle 
20 Da1: 
11 S Lt 
2J: Business IIIL 
22 or ww .L ~V ~O:fWWII 
itv hls 
frc :r 
28 
29 :o b.Ler 
30 lst 
:51 
32 ru. 11 c !.an 
~~ In<' janitor 
34 .uvnc 
35 
uti 
since 
Sept. 
1 
b 
I 
1 
1 
'1' NI'A T .~ 34 (List others on rev.,,..-.,,.) 
,..,., '""" {Ill the resource you 
utilized in i intend to 
the two pre- utilize dur-
1951 vious school in01: rest of 
4 
2 
6 
7 
1 
1 
, 
30 
• school year. 
2 
1 
-··---
-----
1 
11 
-5-
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COLLECTIONS AND EXHIBITS 
There is a wealth of material objects, specimens, and models 
in the community which if collected and placed on exhibit, can be 
utilized to enrich the classroom program. Nature, pupils' homes, 
industrial and commerical concerns, etc., are sources from which 
such materials may be procured, Some articles nay be obtained 
for permanent exhibition, whiie others may be secured for temp-
orary use. 
COLLECTIONS 
and 
EXHIBITS 
Check {Vl the res m•ce vou 
utl.l.l.Zed ut~hzed ~n ~ntend to 
Since the two pre- utilize dur-
Sept. 1951 vious school ing rest of 
~years. school year. 
1 Plants 1n 4 
2 Rocks 2 1 
3 Shells '3" 2 
4 Var1 t1es of wood 1 
5 o~ns 1 
-g- Stamos • · 1 
7 Flowers 12 1 n 
8 Ve~e~t~a~b:l~e~s~~--------~-~7.---~-----~'----1·-----~~-----9 Indlan relics 2 1 
io tnseots 2 1 
11 Pictures & Paintings 16- 16 8 
12 Advertis~rur .Lllustr. 7 7 c:; 
13 Bufld~ng mater~als 2 1 
·14 ClothiM Toer~od, e to J -~ 1 
15 Fabrics 1 1 
T6Post cards, travel fold, '5 ~ 
17 FUels 
18 Nests 
19 Raw materials (flax etc 
2D Fossils 
21 Petrif1ed woods 
22 Minerals 
23 Dolls 
24 Foreign art1cles 
Z"5 Metals 
25 Potterv 
27 Tools and imolements 
28 Leaves 
211 An~mals 
30 Airplane models 
51 Furniture 
3 Handicrafts 
7 
2 2 
lo 14 7 
1 
1 
2 
, 
1 7 
~2 
3 1 
~'3:::,3~R~e~c1;!;.Ji p~e~s:!-__________ 1-------+------- ·-1--"· 
~4 Dishes 
35 Newsoap ers 
36 Maps 
3'7 Letters 2 1 
38 Uten.~s::ll~s ______________ -+--~~--~----~~--~~---~--------39 BooK's 14' , A , ""~ 
40. 
41. 
Farm 1-fodels (List others 
Seeds 
1 
on reverse) 
1 
TOTALS 170 
-6-
1 1 
1 
143 
1 
7S 
, 
86 
CONTACTS ~ COMMUNITY AGENCIES 
Communities are served by three types or agencies: govern-
mental -- those created by law and supported by taxes, such as 
the police rorce and post office; commercial -- those operated 
for the purpose or profit making, such as the store and factory; 
and private non-commercial -- those organized voluntarily by 
private groups, such as the church, P.T.Ao, and the Lion's Club. 
The school as a whole, or a group of children have contact with 
an agency when either the agency or the children sponsors some 
community project for civic welfare, or as a supplement toward 
enricL~ng the regular academic program. For example, the 
Garden Club could aid a class in a study or gardening, or the 
fire department could cooperate with a group of children in a 
project to eliminate fire hazards in the home. 
Check tV) the community a~~:ency you 
CONTACTS contac ed contacted intend to 
with since in the two contact dur-
COMMUNITY AGENCIES Sept. 1951 previous ing rest or 
school vears. school vear. 
Communi t v!:lhes,; 1' ~ 
2 hurch l 1 1 
!3 ed Cross 5 4 1 
4 lii d studY C~uo 
5 Jun or Red Cross ,, 
6 D. • R. 
7 o~ ce Denar'tlnent 1 
8 ~ire De ar limen t 
9 umane oc etv 1 
10 .1on•s ~uo 
11 }arc en lub 
12 • • A. 
1!3 Pos ornce 
14 HeaLth Denartment 1 
15 Pub ~ic Lillrary 2 
16 treat Denl:. 
17 omen's Club 
18 eteran's groups 1 
19 Bov Scouts 
20 Girl Scouts 1 
21 Four-H -caub 
22 Merchants or~~:. 
2!3 Business Orll:. 
4 Factories 
5 tores 
~6 ewsnaners , , 
7 >ublic School , 
Tor.ALs 57 (List others on r~verseJ 
-7-
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LOCAL RESOURCE SURVErS 
A survey ot local resources is an organized study and pro-
cedure by the children tor the purpose ot collecting and securiDg 
data on certain features ot the community. Combined with the 
activities ot the classroom, it will involve tield trips and in-
terviews. A class may be studying the historical development ot 
their city, and thereby make a survey to discover the location 
ot the first settlement, where the tirst industries were estab-
lished, relatives ot the first settlers, and other points ot 
historical interest. Material that is collected can be tiled 
and supplemented by keeping it up to date. This material can 
be placed in a central ottice so that other teachers may reter 
to it. 
Check ~ the survev ou 
made since made in the 1.ntend to 
LOCAL RESOURCE SURVEYS September two previous lll!:lk e dur-
1951. school years. ing rest ot 
school yr. 
1 Local lUstory 
2 eon: e who have traveled 
3 eau w s O'Es 
4 i"C I ou: L'turai resources ~f; 
5 1nnortun .ties for recreation 
~ nclulffnes , 
7 Occunations 
8 .ARenc1es of t e c .tv 
9 """G"e~ra meal ea~ures , 
10 .AJzricu .ture l arms. et"c.1 -, 
11 -wa:tura resources , 
(List others) TOTALS 
-8-
• 
, U8 
COMMUNITY SERVICE ENTERPRISES 
A community service enterprise is a cooperative group 
activity in which there is actual planning and participation 
on the part of children in some phase of community betterment 
or improvement. 
Check J(] the enternrise in which vou 
participa-ced partlcipated !intend to 
COMMUNITY since in the two participate 
SERVICE Sept. 1951 previous during the 
ENTERPRISES school vears rest of yr. 
1 Fire Prevention Week 1~ 11 4 
2 Tuberculosis Seals < ") 2 
3 CriPPled Cliildren Seals 10 2 
4 Memorial Dav Celebration 20 1'5 
5 Collect1ons of food, clothes, .L:, 15 6 
and monev for the needv. 
6 Preservin2 local history 
7 ontrol o~ harmiul 1nsects 
8 ontrol of noxious weeds 1 
9 Preservation of beneficial 4 3 2 
birds and animals 
1 ommun1 tv clean-uP week 2 - 2 
I ommun1tv safety camnai~~:n Ef ? 
1 eautifv1ruz the commun1 t' 
1 ommunity Halloween Cele b. .!:> 
14 ommun1tv 4tn or J"ulv oe eo. 
15 March of D1mes 2' !:>~ P. 
16 eautifviruz school ~~:rounds - ~ ~ ? 
17 lantinR Rardens ··~· , 
18 ~ducat1onal exhibits 1n 
library or store windows. ? 
19 Advert1s1ng devices for 1 Community Chest, etc. 
20 Protecting and plant1ng 1 Wild flowers. 
m: W1I1ter bll.rd-feeding stations 4 "'I 1 
22 WritinR 'book on local history 
23 Gifts to local hosPital 1nma-ces 2 b , 
24. H, art Fund e (List others) 3 3 
TOr.Al.S 104 131 48 
-9-
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FIELD TRIPS 
A fidd trip is an organized excursion which is taken by 
the children primarily for educational purposes, as an integral 
part of their classroom program. It offers first hand acquaint-
ance with natural an~ social features of the local environment, 
with opportunity for securing information by on-the-scene dis-
covery and investigation on the part of the children. Satisfac-
tory trips may require only a few minutes, as when a class goes 
outside to notice some natural phenomena in the school yard. 
Other trips may require a full classroom period or more, especi-
ally if the point of interest is located some distance from the 
school. Although field trips have certain nonacademic values, 
they are not to be identified with hikes or picnics organized 
for pleasure purposes, with trips to athletic events, or other 
such activities of a similar nature. 
FIELD TRIPS 
= 
mer n1ant 
l.sta. 
studic 
"' r:rn mrv 
.re sta ;fOil 
ltv water sunnl v 
:9 ra;~ s 
•a 
"'' -"' ;; u"F.iTi tv 
P01 :t office 
~~Station 
~~ •v 
:t Ba.tcerv 
~ 
. 
. 
-2-
l"hon1r (lfl the reS""""nc VOU 
luti1i7.P.d in intend to 
the two pre- utilize dur-
vious school ing rest of 
lveal.'s. S"hnnl year. 
1 
2 
1 
, 
...., 
, 
, 
, 
1 
, 
(con 
' 
FIELD TRIPS 
utl Lzed 
since 
Sept. 1951 
91 
r.h.,nk- (/) the resource vou 
utlllzed ln lntend to 
the two pre- utilize dur-
vious school ling rest of 
·oo .o I soiiool year. 
31 co~~t~;:r~~·~--~--~---;----~-------r--~~------32 •ard o 3 3 
33 >u Lio ~ ~ ~ 
34 OSPlta 
35 :11 Loal place 
..;,;-.~~ •a,. dls.Plant R•hou: 
'n"' oor Lon 
48 
49 
50 
arJ>er snop 
nt 
ri ·at• nome 
1e 
z_a;t' len 
>e repa1 shop 
51· Ioe Pond (List Others) 
52. Nature Walk 
TC1I'ALS 
1 
1 
1 
1 
11 
-3-
2 
1 
24 
1 
1 
, 
2 
92 
RESOURCE VISITORS 
In every community there are people with rich and varied 
backgrounds. They can be called resource visitors because they 
are people who can be invited into the school to demonstrate 
special accomplishments or special interests which are of value 
to children. They are both able and willing to display, dis-
cuss, and present thbir particular achievement before a group 
of children. Resource visitors are not utilized for the pur-
pose of entertainment, btit rather for serious educational pur-
pose, that of creating better understanding o~ t~ act!vitT 
problem, or unit on which the children are planning or working. 
Cheak ell the 
. 
RESOURCE VISITORS 
tAAnhA"r' 
lS"t 
. ,awrer 
~ 
Edi ;o:~ 
!'lnhnn' 
Citv 1rr1cer 
; ~Cross 
~ter 
,1 Lan 
1v1c art or:! 
lnarian 
,.., 
.ness Ill!l: 
of rw I 
23 of rw l.L 
24~ 
·go JitY hi 
26 
27 
obbJ.er 
,_. )OC ~0: 
I An 
;... !'lnh n,. :!ani tor 
Au the 
t 
1u:t:11 i zen 
F"'l:' u. 1951 
1 
l 
4'' 
J. 
6 
19 
2 
T:OXALS ) 65 (List others on reverse 
-4-
~ u•T\zeuTif 
the two pre-
vious school 
....... "P"' . 
1 
-2 
., 
1n 
~ 
you 
.u.L "tO 
utilize dur-
ing rest of 
<~niiool ••fto-
I 
1 
::> 
7 
1 
Jo 
, 
, 
. 
29 
. 
.. 
INTERVIEWS .!TI'l! RESOURCE PEOPLE 
An interview is another technique of utilizing resource 
people for educational purposes. It is a method whereby one 
93 
or more children in an informal conference, question some mem-
ber of the community who is an authority in his field, for some 
type of information. The interview usually takes place in a 
person's place of work or home rather than in the classroom, and 
does not require a prepared talk or demonstration on the part of 
the person being interviewed. 
r.h ,nlr (all the .tree vou 
uti~l.zed uti i "'"'il in 1 intend to 
INTERVIEWS since the two pre- utilize dur-
Sept. 1951 vious schooli;,.;JJ'r~st of 
years. 1::;::~~, year. 
1r 
!Od1 tOl 
[0 '!"hnn· nurse 
it:v >1"1'1c r 
~ "3 1 
1 ~ ~ 
-~ 2 1 
1 , 
5 
.ed res~ ~ 
nea er~~,2~er __ ~--~----4---~----+-~~------
I .b: Ll'ia: 1 1 1 
C .'V ~c ar of:rici aJ. 
1 
L't 
4' 1 
Po: .iceman 2 
, 11::1 o: WW I I ""i PC,S~~m~~~~----4-----------f---~-------r-------------i'CV historian 1 
, 
m- ·rc 1r Lc ·~ 
W:o r 1 
3U I<Jt 
3~ )OCtar 2 
3Z rusi cian 
33 ~cl oo .1an1 tar _.,., 
34 lu ho 
"35 lr1 ls t 
36. P11P.t ( o~-,;;;_,lt>n4\ 
lList o·u~J~J'on reverse) 
TOTALS 30 
-5-
1 
28 
-----, 
, 
13 
S4 
COLLECTIONS AND EXHIBITS 
There is a wealth of material objects, specimens, and models 
in the community which if collected and placed on exhibit, can be 
utilized to enrich the classroom program. Nature, pupils' homes, 
industrial and commerical concerns, etc., are sources fromwhich 
such materials may be procured. Some articles :n:e.y be obtained 
for permanent exhibition, whiie others may be secured for temp-
orary use. 
COLLECTIONS 
and 
EXHIBITS 
:()ins 
low 1rs 
re,g;e ;abl es 
lO 1sects 
1 ::Cturea& Pain+.in<P<I 
iv ;isin&Z Jtr. 
~ab •ics 
Check CVl the re~· ""''le you 
utilized uti 1d 1n jintend to 
Since the two pre-iu· ze dur-
Sept. 1951 vious school ling rest of 
vears. !school vear. 
1 
I 
2 
11 
2 
1 
1 
1 Pci"l -cards. traveJ. fold 
rests 
Petrif'ied woods 
loll 
~ ~orei.!ln articles 
2l ?o lrv 
2 Too' I s ann J:m:o 1 
H) 
:9" 
:o 
32 
~ 
~ 
1es 
\iii' "''S 
~ > ers ! ~ 
i8 Ut LS 
~-Books-
f()~ 
"(ust others 
1 
4 
' ~ 
1"i 
on reverse) 
41. Phonograph Records 
TOTALS 143 
h. 
1 
, 1 
12 
3 "S 
1 
9 
1 
-6- 1 
105 90 
CONTACTS ~ COMMUNITY AGENCIES 
Communities are served by three types of agencies: govern-
mental -- those created by law and supported by taxes, such as 
the police force and post office; commercial -- those operated 
for the purpose of profit making, such as the store and factory; 
and private non-commercial -- those organized voluntarily by 
private groups, such as the church, P.T.A., and the Lion's Club. 
The school as a whole, or a group of children have contact with 
an agency when either the agency or the children sponsors some 
community project for civic welfare, or as a supplement toward 
enricL~ng the regular academic program, For example, the 
Garden Club could aid a class in a study of gardening, or the 
fire department could cooperate with a group of children in a 
project to eliminate fire hazards in the home. 
Check ( 'l the communi tv agenc:v :vou 
CONTACTS contacted contacted 1.ntend to 
with since in the two contact dur-
COMMUNITY AGENCIES Sept. 1951 previous ing rest of 
school :vears. school year. 
1 Commuriit:<illhest 4 2 
~ Uliurcll 2 , 
3 ed Cross ., ~ 
4 llii d--s tunv Club ~ 1 , 
"!) un or ~ed --c-ross 12 s 
s D. • R. l 1 
7 ~OJ ce Denartment 1 4 f 
8 Fire Denar t;merff 
9 umane Soc et:v ., -:> 
l :Ion's Oiu 
1 ar en Clu i 
1 • • A. 
13 OS Office , 
14 eal th Denartmerff ? ? 
15 PubH c r.;-rorarv b. b. , 
IT treat Dent. 
17 omen's Club 
18 eteran's "'rouns 2 1 
19 Bov--scouts 2 20 
20 Girl Scouts ~ ~ "[ 
21 Four-H Cluo 
22"llerchants or.li. 
23 Business Org. 
24 Factories 
~ -s-tores 
2 Newsnaners l 
2 Public School ~ "5 2 
TOTALS 73 (List others on reverser 38 
-7-
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LOCAL RESOURCE SURVEYS 
A survey of local resources is an organized study and pro-
cedure by the children for the purpose of collecting and securing 
data on certain features of the community. Combined with the 
activities of the classroom, it will involve field trips and in-
terviews. A class may be studying the historical development of 
their city, and thereby make a survey to discover the location 
of the first settlement, where the first industries were estab-
lished, relatives of the first settlers, and other points of 
historical interest. Material that is collected can be filed 
and supplemented by keeping it up to date. This material can 
be placed in a central office so that other teachers may refer 
to it. 
Check ~~ the survey ou 
made since made in the intend to 
LOCAL RESOURCE SURVEYS September two previous make dur-
1951. school years. ing rest of 
school yr. 
1 Local history 1 l J. 
2 .PeopJ.e wno have t.raveJ.ea. 
3 Beauty s ots 
4 ll'u & cu. .uura.J. resources 
0 Jpport.un .t.les for recreat.lon 
6 ndustr1_es 
'I Ocouuat1ons l 2 2 
8 1..2:eno1es or une communl uY 
9 eogra lh1oal features 
lU 1.$1:rlOU .uure l rarms. euc. J 
11 at.ura: resources 1 1 l 
(List others) TOTALS 3 4 
-8-
COMMUNITY SERviCE ENTERPRISES 
A connnunity service enterprise is a cooperative group 
activity in which there is actual planning and participation 
on the part of· children in some phase of community betterment 
or improvement. 
57 
COMMUNITY 
SERviCE 
l!i I 'J.'.t;.tt 
C'lhAOk Cvl the m . se in which you 
participated )ar:;j.ci )atea !intend to 
since Ln o.~e ~wo participate 
Sept. 1951 ~~~~·~ous during the ~:, -~ !rest of vr. 
re ; i 1n 
n<l'l., ~ .. .,lot 
r .Pn Le 
la Dav :e: ce Lon 
; ~~l!~;:?.n~0~ t~~o~, llu~ .... .,, 
E I nnR lil 
1 ~ 
15 
, 
10 
, 
?· 
12 
4 
:>n.trc c ru 1 
f lntrc c WE ~~--+--=-+-----:::---+----:::---~ '" .,.n., ;7d L~~-~~;, ~'"Il'"J rnlal 3 2 2 
0 tv c: UP "'i '7 h. 
!r Ltl ;·~w ;ne ~iir!n~:·~·a:t~n~--+-~~+----,+'--+--~--
;v rA· ~:Lel•. 
20 
1 1 
zcr .. ril"'";~i:rlg and planting 
r11 .er l: .rd-r st I 
rrj lng on ~ 
G1 .s tc · lOCal h ~.t:=.· t,:,::::a:,..,: 11~nma~l.t=es:,a_ _ ""-------""------
(List others) TOTALS 74 51 
-9-
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:lo1ASTER QUE3TIONNAIRE 
FCR 
GRADE THREE 
59 
FIELD TRIPS 
A fiold trip is an organized excursion. which is taken by 
the children primarily for educational purposes, as an integral 
part of their classJ.·tJom program. It offers :·irst hand acquaint-
ance with natural an,' social features of the local environment, 
with opportunity for securing information by on-the-scene dis-
covery and investigation on the part of the children. Satisfac-
tory trips may require only a few minutes, as when a class goes 
outside to notice some natural phenomena in the school yard. 
Other trips may require a full classroom :period or more, especi-
ally if the point of interest is located some distance from the 
school. Although field trips have certain LJnacademic values, 
they are not to be identified with hikes or picnics organized 
for pleasure purposes, with trips to athletic events, or other 
such activities of a similar nature. 
FIELD TRIPS 
1· Dairv farm 
ffffzed 
since 
Sept. 1951 
Check (1/) the resource you 
utilized Tn intend to 
the two pre- utilize dur-
vious school ing rest of 
lvears. school year. 
1 
3 Truck farm ~~~~~~---------4-------------~----------~----------------4 -orcnard 
Greenhouse 1 
useum 2 
ewsuaner ulan t 1 
'heatre 
9 Radio trans.sta. ~~~~~~~~--4------------~-------------+-------------10 Broadcastiruz stud-ro r T 
11 Publ~c H brarv 
'i2 Police denartment 
13 C . tv Hal1 
14 F re station T 
l5 C tv we:t"er SUPPlY 
lo A~rPort 
T7 Reta~1 store ~~~~~~~~--4------------~----------4-------------18 -wliolesale market 
19 ai road station 
21 SUb u c u'hTI tv 
22 Ban 
3 Bus terminal 
4 Post of1!ce ~ ~ 
2E Gasoline stat1on 
2': Launa:rv 
28 Bakerv 
29 Creanerv 
3IT JOe:ilt. store (continued) 
-2-
FIELD TRIPS 
31 u COiiS tr. 
32 c ool yard 
33 u ~ll.C SCllOO~ 
34 Hos:pl._taJ. 
3 Hl.Storl.ca.L pJ.ace 
3 Cemetarv 
3 uarry 
38 tate Ca'PltaJ. 
39 arks 
4U ewap:e d1s.pJ.an1i 
41 llurcn 
42 arellouse 
~ oaa. conslirUctl.on 
44 arber shoP 
4:> estaurant 
46 'rl vate llome 
47 eg_e_ta_])_le .o:arden 
48 ~ower ~~:arden ~ oe repal.r SllO'P ~~mal Rescue Lea.o:ue 
51. Se~ Shore \List Others) 
TCYI'ALS 
u-pu1zed 
since 
Sept. 1951 
7 
~ 
1 
1 
l 
1 
19 
-3-
riOO 
Clleck (/) tile resource vou 
u_t111zed ln 11ntend to 
tile two pre- utilize dur-
vious school ing rest of 
vears school year. 
'1 4 
2 2 
, 
_ 4 3_ _ 
1 
1 
17 16 
!Ci 
RESOURCE VISITORS 
In every community there are people with rich and varied 
backgrounds. They can be called resource visitors because they 
are people who can be invited into the school to demonstrate 
special accompliahme:.-"ta or special interests which are of value 
to children. They are both able and willing to display, dis-
cuss, and present tnuir particular achievement before a group 
of children. Resource visitors are not utilized for the pur-
pose of entertainment, but rather for serious educational pur-
pose, that of creating better understanding ~the aotivitT 
problem, or unit on which the children are planning or working. 
25 
26 
27 
RESOURCE VISITORS 
:An'll::er 
:di co: 
;v lfflcer 
_e, Cross w' r 
he a_ ter mAn I'I.!Zer 
,1brar1an 
1 '1l Lc a.rt off1 ni "l 
I n<>-..i.an 
a 
~ .. mAn 
Li 
Cheak _(vl the 
!Utilized uuJ.rzeaTn 
bi.,;;,; the two pre-
Fc~u. 1951 vious school 
3 
2 
5 
1 
~ 
2 
12 
17 
" .... ,.'!. 
"3 
---::> 
2 
you 
1n u lll 'to 
utilize dur-
ing rest of 
saiiool ••~a-
1() 
2 
1 
2 
? 
11 inA~~ ~~~------~---~~------~---~~------~~------~-------
'e· .,.,..,n o:r-ww' I 6' 1 r-; ,; 
o: WW II 6 1? A 
oatman 1 
1tv h1 l<>n 
~ro lBr 
r .. , , Rn i. ,,-
... 
:obbler 
lru ZIZ lst 
111 r" Lan 5 
1, ,.,,.,· .iani tor 
~u 1or 
\r ist 1 
; ~. 'Rc 11 1 
on reverse) (List others 
TCYrALS 87 49 
-4-
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INTERVIEWS :!!ll'fl RESOURCE PEOPLE 
An interview is inother technique of utilizing ral:;ource 
people for educationd~ purposes. It is a method whereby one 
or more children in an informal conference, question some mem-
ber of the community who is an authority in his field, for soma 
type of information. The interview usually takes place in a 
person's place of work or home rather than in the classroom, and 
does not require a prepared talk or demonstration on the part of 
the person being interviewed. 
INTERVIEWS 
teacher 
mtist 
mker' 
itc 
•nor·;er 
.hnn' 
i'Y l:t: ncer 
•d Gross 1r 
.ea· ;er ,.,.,-
Lan 
r.h .nk (II\ the resource you 
uti 11 Zed utiTized Ill jTlltend to 
since the two pre- utilize dur-
Sept. 1951 vious school ing rest of 
years. '""hnnl year • 
. S/ 7 I 
7 
1 
3 2 
3 
2 
1 
1 
, 
l 
1 
, 
Lvic art of:ficial 
L7 ,, s 
~ l!'irem n 
H Pollceman 
~in-las man 
2~ v o:r ww .L 
2~V ofWWII 
~ 
25 'itv his 
26 
-z7 fr< :er 
o bltr 
Lst 
32 uSi c Lan 
'35 "-' 1rir .lani tor 
34 AUthc 
35 Artis 
_:I: (List others 
2 
6 
, 
2 
c:; 
1 
l 
1 
·a 59 
on reverse) 
-5-
1 
., 
JJ. 
1 
1 
31 
1 
,-- ' . .:: 
JJ. 
, 
27 
" 
.;:t_03 
COLLECTIONS ~ EXHIBITS 
There is a wealth of material objects, specimens, and models 
in the community which if collected and placed on exhibit, can be 
utilized to enrich the classroom program. Nature, pupils' homes, 
industrial and oommerioal concerns, etc., are sources from which 
such naterials may be procured. Some articles nay be obtained 
for permanent exhibition, while others may be secured for temp-
orary use • 
Check tv'> the res uroe you 
COLLECTIONS utilized utrhzed J.n ~ntend to 
and Since the two pre- utilize dur-
EXHIBITS Sept. 1951 vious school ing rest of 
years. school vear. 
1 Plants _1 1 8 
2 Rooks ~ -:r; 
3 i:lhellS • 4 
4 arities of wood ;> 1 
5 coins 8 J:; ~: 
6 Stamns 8 t:; 
7 Flowers 12 11 
8 ee:etables 2 1 
9 nd~an relics l .1 2 
IO nseots to 7 
11 Pictures & .l:'alntlno~~:s 2( II'; 0 
12 Advertisin&Z Illustr. ~. 2 2 
[3 EtiiidJ:no~t matenals 
14 Cloth~M Cnerlod. etoJ 2 ~ , 
15 Fabrics _l 
I6 Fost cards. travel fold. 10 ~ t:;· 
17 Fuels 
-8 Nests 4 ·-.s t:; 
19 Raw materials l !lax etc 2 2 
20 Fossils 
-2. Petrified woods 
2 Minerals 2 1 1 
:3 Dolls 1 0 6 
4 Foreill:n art~oles 1 -,1 J:; 
2l Metals ~ , 
2 Pottery 4 2 
! Tools and imolemen ts 3 2 2 I eaves 20 10 R 2 Animals I ~ 2 
3 Airnlane models 
' 
-'5 2 
3 Furniture 
3 Handioraf'ts 
5i Recipes 
3 Dlshes 
3 Newspapers 
' 
-:r; 
Mans 2 
Letters 4 ~ 
Utensils 
3~ Books ll -8 8 
40. Seeds 1 (List others on reverse) 
TOTALS -6-
231 181 100 
CONTACTS ~ COMMUNITY AGENCIES 
Cornnunities are served by three types of agencies: govern-
mental -- those created by law and supported by taxes, such as 
the police force and post office; commercial -- those operated 
for the purpose of profit making, such as the store and factory; 
and private non-commercial -- those organized voluntarily by 
private groups, such as the church, P.T.A., and the Lion's Club. 
The school as a whole, or a group of children have contact with 
an agency when either the agency or the children sponsors some 
community project for civic welfare, or as a supplement toward 
enricL'.ng the regular academic program. For example, the 
Garden Club could aid a class in a study of gardening~ or the 
fire department could cooperate with a group of children in a 
project to eliminate fire hazards in the home. 
CONTACTS 
with 
COMMUNITY AGENCIES 
1 communi tV 1Thest 
2 hurch 
3 ed cross 
5 Jun or Red Cross 
tr D. • R. 
Check (V) 
contacted 
since 
Sept. 1951 
Q 
1 
1 
1. 
the community a~ency you 
contacted intend to 
in the two contact dur-
previous ing rest of 
school vears. school year. 
a: 1:; 
q 6 
11 1:; 
21 10 6 
t::; "'\ 
7 Po"I ce Denar ~e.::n.:....t-1-~"-----~--"~-----1--~----8 Fire De ar t;ment 
9 Humane oc etv 1:; 
10 .ion's flu 
11 mrden U1ub 
1~ o ~. Ao 
13 Post Office 1 
14 Hea1 th Denartment 2 
15 PubTic L~brarv 11 6' I) 
16 treet Dent. 
l7 omen's Club 
18 eteran • s &frouns 0 ? 1 
19 Bov Scouts , 1 
20 Girl 'Scouts 1 , 
21 Four-Hlrluo 
22 Merchants OriZ. 
23 Business OriZ. 
2·4 Factories ~~~~a_---------~------------~------------~-----------· 25 Stores 
2l>l\fewsn!l.Tiers , , 
27 Piibllc ~chool 1 1 
60 35 
-7-
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LOCAL RESOURCE SURVEYS 
A survey of local resources is an organized study and pro-
cedure by the children for the purpose of collecting and securing 
data on certain features of the conununity. Combined with the 
activities of the classroom, it will involve field trips and in-
terviews. A class may be studying the historical development of 
their city, and thereby make a survey to discover the location 
of the first settlement, where the first industries were estab-
lished, relatives of the first settlers, and other points of 
historical interest. Material that is collected can be filed 
and supplemented by keeping it up to date. This material can 
be placed in a central office so that other teachers may refer 
to it. 
LOCAL RESOURCE SURVEYS 
1 Local h~story 
2 eop. e wno nave 'trave.tea. 
3 eauty s ots 
4 rt & cu .tural resources 
Check [ ~ the survey 
made sl.nce made in the 
September two previous 
1951. school years. 
1 l 
5 ~por'tun t~es for recreat~on 
5 ndustries 2 
7 Occupatl.ons l 
8 _.Agencl.es of tne conunuru. 'tY 
9 eogra >hical fea1;ures 1 
10 ~.P:rl.cu . ture l rarms. etc. 1 2 1 
ll atura resources 2 
(List others) TOTALS 11 3 
-8-
ou 
~ntend to 
mske dur-
ing rest of 
school yr. 
COMMUNITY SERVICE ENTERPRISES 
A community service enterprise is a cooperative group 
activity in which there is actual planning and participation 
on the part of child:ren in some phase of ooDDD.Uni ty betterment 
or improvement. 
COMMUNITY 
SF.RVICE 
ENTUPRISES 
Check Crll the enternrise in which vou 
participated ~art:l.cipated !intend to 
since in the two participate 
Sept. 1951 previous during the 
school years rest of yr. 
1 Fire Prevention Week 
2 Tuberculosis Seals 
3 \YrTUDled Clh~ldren Seals 
4 Memorial Dav Celebrat~on 
5 ·uoTlecti.ons of food, clothes, 
and monev for the needY. 
6 
8 
9 
reservi= local historv 
ontrol ~ harmfUl insects 
ontrol of nox~ous weens 
:>reservation of beneficial 
birds and animals 
10 ommunitv clean-un wee 
TT ommun~tv safetv camnal~rn 
12 eauti ~vi= tne commun rtV 
13 ommun tv l'falloween Celeb. 
14 ODDD.UnltV 4th of :rulv Celeb. 
1 March of D~mes 
1 Beaut :f'VTTiQ school ~rrounds 
1 Plant n~ardens 
1 Educa ;ional exhibits ~n 
librarv or store windows. 
19 AdvertlLS:rng devices for 
Communf.tv Chest. etc. 
NY Protecffng and planting 
Wild flowers. 
·2'1 Wu1£er blird-feedin&r stations 
22 WntrriiZlboc5K on local historv 
23 G-ifts to local hosn1 tal J.nma-:ces 
~. Heart Fund 
(List ot.hers) 
25. Collecting Newspapers 
26. Defense Stamps Drive 
TOTALS 
-9-
?n 
18 
2 
16 
' 
, 
2 
, 
1 
1 
114 
,... A 
b li. 
17 9 
1 
2 
2 
2: 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
120 
2 
7 
, 
69 
.. 
!-!ASTER QUESTIONNAIRE 
FCR 
GRADE FOUR 
;...08 
FIELD TRIPS 
A field trip is an organized excursion which is taken by 
the children primarily for educational purposes, as an integral 
part of their class:r·oom program. It offers .first hand acquaint-
ance with natural an~ social features of the local environment, 
with opportunity for securing information by on-the-scene dis-
covery and investigation on the part of the children. Satisfac-
tory trips may req_uire only a few minutes, as when a class goes 
outside to notice some natural phenomena in the school yard. 
Other trips may re~uire a full classroom period or more, especi-
ally if the point of interest is located some distance from the 
school. Although field trips have certain nonacademic values, 
they are not to be identified with hikes or picnics organized 
for pleasure purposes, with trips to athletic events, or other 
such activities of a similar nature. 
Check (II) the resource vou 
"tilized utilized 1n 1ntend to 
FIELD TRIPS since the two pre- utilize dur-
Sept. 1951 vious school ing rest of 
lvears. school year. 
lDa~r farm 1 
2 Foul r farm 
3 True arm 
Orc1iar 
Greenhouse , 
useum "5 9 q 
ewsnaner nlant , 1 , 
8 "11eatre , 
9 Radio trans.slfa. 1 1 
10 'RroadcastJ.n~Z studio 1 2 
11 Pu 11 c TI brarv 2 3 
12 Po ice denartment 1 l 
~C1 !:iT Hall 1 
14 Fire station 
15 Ci'tv water sunnlv 
~ .AII'Port ~ 2 r:: 
17 eta11 store 1 
-18 ffiolesale market 1 
19 ai road station 1 
20 Fac torv 
21. Puo" ic Utl.ll.tV 
22 Ban: 1 
23 Bus terminal 1 
24 Post offJ.ce 2 2 , 
::l5 Gar~e 
26 Gasoline stafion -i 
2-7 Laundrv , 
28 :sa:ICerv ~ , 
29 Creamerv 
5IT Dent. store , (contJ.nued) 
-2-
FIELD TRIPS 
31 Building constr. 
32 School. yard 
33 Public school 
34 Hospl.tal 
3::> Hl.storl.ca1 place 
35 Cemft~y 
37 Quarry 
38 State Capital 
39 Parks 
4u Sewa~e dl.s.p.Lant 
41 Church 
42 Warehouse 
43 Road constructl.on 
44 Barber shop 
45 Restaurant 
45 Prl.vate home 
47 e~~:etable garden 
48 '.lower ~arden 
49 lhoe repal.r shoP 
50 Anl.mal Rescue League 
(List Others) 
TarALS 
utill.zed 
since 
Sept. 1951 
"'j 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
, 
1 
43 
-3-
:;j_09 
Check (/) the resource you 
utill.zed l.n .intend to 
the two pre- utilize dur-
vious school ing rest of 
years school year. 
2 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
2 3 
; 4 
32 35 
RESOURCE VISITORS 
In every community there are people with rich ari varied 
backgrounds. They can be called resource visitors because they 
are people who can be invited into the school to demonstrate 
special accomplishments or special interests which are of value 
to children. They are both able and willing to display, dis-
cuss, and present their particular achievement before a group 
of children. Resource visitors are not utilized for the pur-
pose of entertainment, but rather for serious educational pur-
pose, that of creating better understanding of the activit~ 
problem, or unit on which the children are planning or working. 
Check (1 ) the resource you 
[Utll1zed u1aJ.~zeo. ~n ~nteno.eo. -co 
RESOURCE VISITORS ~ince the two pre- utilize dur-
~ept. 1951 vious school ing rest of 
years. school year. 
1 Parent 3 1 1 
2 Grandparent 
3 Cler 
4 Other teacher 3 1 2 
5 Dent~st 
6 Lawver 
7 B~er 
8 Editor 
9 Reporter 
10 School nurse 7 
" 
4 
11 City officer 2 
12 Red Cross worKer 1 1 T 
13 Theater manailer , , 1 
14 L:t. brar~an 1"5 8 4. 
15 Civ~c art off~c~aJ. 
15 Veter~narian , 2 , 
17 Ri~~:h School student 1 
18 F~reman '5 2 ] 
19 Pol~ceman 14 9 '5 
2U Dal.ryman 
21 Bus~ness man 1 
22 Veteran of WW I 2 7 '5 
23 Veteran of WW J.J. 0 6 4. 
24 Postman 
25 CltY h~storian 
26 Farmer 
27 Grocer 
28 Mechan~c .. 
29 Cobbler 
30 Drugg1Bt 
. 
31 Doctor 2 2 2 
32 Musician 3 '5 ~ 
33 School janitor 3 1 1 
34 Author 
35 Artist 
TarALS 66 (List others on reverse) 53 35 
-4-
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INTERVIEWS ~ RESOURCE PEOPLE 
An interview is another technique of utilizing resource 
people for educational purposes. It is a method whereby one 
or more children in an informal conference, question some mem-
ber of the community who is an authority in his field, for some 
type of information. The interview usually takes place in a 
person's place of work or home rather than in the classroom, and 
does not require a prepared talk or demonstration on the part of 
the person being interviewed. 
Check hll the resource vou 
utilized ut~l~zed ~n ~ntend to 
INTERVIEWS since the two pre- utilize dur-
Sept. 1951 vious school ing rest of 
years. school year. 
l Parent < 4 2 
<: randparen -c 
:3 ileravman 
4 1-cner "teacner 4 2 
o en-ulst 
6 waw er 
'!_ B_an er 
8 .l!ial.cor 
LU c]l.ool nurse .L 
'~"tY officer 
ea uross wor~ter 
~ea-cer mana~~:er 
.lbrarlan 4 2 2 
l6 veterlnarlan 
~gn ::~cnooJ. studen"t 
'lreman 
ol~ceman 1 1 
_;u us1ness man 
22 eteran of ww I ~~~~~~~--~--------~r---------;-----------1: veteran ot ww J.J. 
• _.Postman 
City historian 
<:o Farmer 
2'1 Grocer ? 
<:l:l Mecnan~c 
<:! Coo o1er 
:3 Dru~~:~~:lS"t W...-T~~~-----+-----+------Ii-- ·---
:3: Do~~or~=----------+----------4-----------+-----------­)<: 11 u~ clan 
>:3 c~o~o~,~~j~la~n~l.~"tcar=-----~-----------r------------~-------------
54 JUunor 
13 14 
-5-
COLLECTIONS AND EXHIBITS 
There is a wealth of material objects, specimens, and models 
in the community which if collected and placed on exhibit, can be 
utilized to enrich the classroom program. Nature, pupils' homes, 
industrial and commerical concerns, etc., are sources from which 
such materials may be procured. Some articles nay be obtained 
for permanent exhibition, while others may be secured for temp-
orary use. 
Check (VJ the res urce you 
COLLECTIONS utilized utJ.lJ.zed in J.n-cend -co 
and Since the two pre- utilize dur-
EXHIBITS Sept. 1951 vious school ing rest of 
years. school year. 
1 Plants I) 1 1 
2 Rocks 7 ~ 2 
3 ShellS 5 2 
4 arJ.-cJ.es o1· wood ~ 1 
5 OlnS I'; "'I 
6 stamps 7 "'I 
7 Flowers 7 4 
8 Vege"Cat>les , 
9 IndJ.an re.ucs 1 
lU .lnsec-cs "'i "'I 
.l 
11 Pictures & Paintings 11 6C 6 
12 AdvertlslnP: .lllus-cr. 2 2 2 
13 Bulldlng materl_als 
14 Clothing (period, etc) 1 
10 Fabr1cs 1 
16 Post cards, travel fo d. 1 8 7 
17 Fuels 1 1 
l!:l Nests ~ 4 1 
19 Raw mater:Lals (flax etc 
.2 2 2 
20 Fossils 
2ll'_etrifled woods 
22 Minerals 2 1 
3 Dolls s ~ 
4 .l!'orelP:n artJ.cles c:; 
'5 Metals 2 1 1 
2o Pottery 
2.1_ Tools and lmolements 
28 Leaves 8 c:; 4 
<:<a AI.lmals b. ">; ">; 
3U A rplane models b. '::> 2 
31 Furniture , 
3<: tlancucrar-cs 1 1 , 
~~ Recl.pes 
-34 Dishes 1 
3o Newspapers ") 2 "'I 
.o Maps 11 10 10 
,7 Letters 1 1 1 
5!:l u tens11s 
511 Books 10 8 7 
TOTALS 128. (List others on reve~se) 93 75 
-6-
CONTACTS ~ COMMUNITY AGENCIES 
Communities are served by three types of agencies: govern-
mental ~- those created by law and supported by taxes, such as 
the police force and post office; commercial -- those operated 
for the purpose of profit making, such as the store and factory; 
and private non-commercial -- those organized voluntarily by 
private groups, such as the church, P.T.A., and the Lion's Club. 
The school as a whole, or a group of children have contact with 
an agency when either the agency or the children sponsors some 
community project for civic welfare, or as a supplement toward 
enricr_.:.ng the regular academic program. For example, the 
Garden Club could aid a class in a study of gardening. or the 
fire department could cooperate with a group of children in a 
project to eliminate fire hazards in the home. 
CONTACTS 
with 
COMMUNITY AGENCIES 
. tv Chest 
ea ( rCISS 
Studv Club 
un i."nii "Rerr cross 
l. tr. 
11 Lee Lt 
.iOI<' s Lu 
'• ~. A. 
·os Office 
ea' cc nena: 
Pil'!i .i Lrbrarv 
r mt 
~ov 
'S :TUb 
"i1l"f 
Ito res 
f!hAnl<- (f) the cnmmnni. ty a12:ency YOU 
uo11 """".;sa contacted in tend to 
since in the two contact dur-
Sept. 1951 previous in12: rest of 
school vears. school year • 
16 
-,-
6 
1 
l 
6 
l 
I 
, 
6 
l 
4 
1 
1 
'7 
6 
,. 
:;e1'S , 
'ublfC -, , , 
T'"""A'"' . 67 (List others on r~versel · 4e 34 
-7-
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LOCAL RESOURCE SURVEYS 
A survey of local resources is an organized study and pro-
cedure by the children for the purpose of collecting and securing 
data on certain features of the community. Combined with the 
activities of the classroom, it will involve field trips and in-
terviews. A class may be studying the historical development of 
their city, and thereby make a survey to discover the location 
of the first settlement, where the first industries were estab-
lished, relatives of the first settlers, and other points of 
historical interest. Material that is collected can be filed 
and supplemented by keeping it up to date. This material can 
be placed in a central office so that other teachers may refer 
to it. 
Check v1 the survey ou 
made since made in the intend t.o 
LOCAL RESOURCE SURVEYS September two previous make dur-
1951. school years. ing rest of 
school .,.r. 
1 Loca hiS"&Ory 5 5 
2 eo'P. e wno nave ,;rave.1.ea. 
3 eau ;y_ s ot.s 1 l 
4 r"& & cu. ."&ura.L resources 2 1 
5 I'D'P or,;un :t1es ror recrea"&l.on 
6 ndustr1es ? i 
7 Occupa"&l.ons 
8 uzencl.es or tlle commwu "&:V 11 1 1 
9 eogra >.Ill ca.1. rea tures 
"' 
2 3 
10 uzr1cu ."&ure l rarms. e"&c. 1 2 
11 atura. resources 6 
(List others) 15 13 37 
-8-
COMMUNITY SERVICE ENTERPRISES 
A community service enterprise is a cooperative group 
activity in which there is actual planning and participation 
on the part of children in some phase of community betterment 
or improvement. 
Check C.!J the enterurise in which vou 
participated warticipated !intend to 
COMMUNITY since in the two participate 
SERVICE Sept. 1951 previous during the 
ENTERPRISES school ears rest of vr. 
1 Fire Prevention Week 6": t 2 
2 TuberculoSis Seals 4 1 
3 lrr~1m0led Chll.ldren Seals 
4 Memorial Dav Celebration 14 14 
0 lrolllect~ons of food, clo~lles, (' 6- 3 
and monev for the needv. 
t) reserviria local h~storv 1 1 2 
-., ontro or harllii'UI -rnsec~s 
8 ontro1 of noxious weens 
~ Preservaffon of beneficial 1 1 1 
birds and animals 
1 -c ommun~ tiT clean-uu week 1 1 , 
1: ommun tv safet:v' camre~ ~n 3 4 2 
1 eaut~ ~vi= the commun 
1:3 ommun~ W-nalloween Ce eb. 2 2 ::> 
14 ommunitv 4th ~ JuiV e eo. 
Io 1 arch of D~mes 18 18 4 
' 16 eau fl~ school ~<:rounds 2 
17 Plantine eardens 1 1 
IS"~aucatTona:T exhibits ~n 
li brarv or store windows. ~ 2 -::> 
19 Advertising devices for 
Communi tv Chest etc. 
20 Protectrng and plan~~ng 1 1 1 
Wild flowers. 
"2"1 -w~n1:er oard-feedinll stations , ? , 
22 wntiwnook on local h1storv , , 
2"3 Gifts to local hosui tal inmates 1 , 
(List others) TarALS 53 63 36 
-9-
~~TER ~UESTIONNAIRE 
FCR 
GRADE FIVE 
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FIELD TRIPS 
A field trip is an organized excursion which is taken by 
the children primarily for educational purposes, as an integral 
part of their classr·oom program. It offers first hand acquaint-
ance with natural anr' social features of the local environment, 
with opportunity for securing information by on-the-scene dis-
covery and investigation on the part of the children. Satisfac-
tory trips may require only a few minutes, as when a class goes 
outside to notice some natural phenomena in the school yard. 
Other trips may require a full classroom period or more, especi-
ally if the point of interest is located some distance from the 
school. Although field trips have certain nonacademic values, 
they are not to be identified with hikes or picnics organized 
for pleasure purposes, with trips to athletic events, or other 
such activities of a similar nature. 
Check (t/) the resource vou 
J.til1Zed utilized in 1ntend to 
FIELD TRIPS ~ince the two pre- utilize dur-
sept. 1951 vious school ing rest of 
years. school year. 
1 Da!r farm 2 
2 PoUT rv 'farm 1 1 
3 True !'arm 
Orchard 
Greenhouse 
useum ~ 
ewsnaPer Plant , , 
8 l'lieatre 
9 Radio trans.sta. , 
rcY l:lroe.dcasfiri&~: studio , 
11 Publ10 librarv , 1.i. , 
-nr Po11 ce denartment 
15" CT'tv Hall 
14 Fire station 
15 Ci tv wa~er SUPPlY 
i6 A1rnort , 
1'7 Reta1l store 
8 Wliolesale market 
19 Ra1 road station , 
2 Fac orv ::> 
2 Pub Llc uhTity 
2 Ban 
23 Bus terminal 
24 Post of'f1ce 
25 Garruze 
2-e. Gasoline stat1on 
2'7 Laun--arv 
28 Bakerv I 
29 Creamerv 
3D Dent. store (continued) 
-2-
FIELD TRIPS 
31 Build in"' coilS tr. 
32 -s-cliool vard 
33 Public school 
34 HOSDJ.tal 
35 Historical o1ace 
36 Cemetar•f 
370uarrv 
38 State Can1ta1 
39 ParYs 
40 Sewa"'e dis.o1ant 
41 Church 
42 Warehouse 
43 Road construction 
44 13aroer sn01J-
45 Restaurant 
46 Pr~vate home 
47 VetZetable llarden 
48 Flower aarden 
49:sfioe renaJ.r shoo 
50 An~mal Rescue Le~e 
(List Others) 
Tor.ALS 
uTilized 
since 
Sept. 1951 
"S 
-, 
5 
-3-
;._18 
Check (/) the resource vou 
uflHzea in intend to 
the two pre- utilize dur-
vious school ing rest of 
vears school year. 
4 1 
2 
1 
1 1 
i 
21 11 
.. 
RESOURCE VISITORS 
In every community there are people with rich a~d varied 
baokground.s. They can be called resource visitors bt~cause they 
are people who oan b< invited into the school to demonstrate 
special aocomplishmr:;. t;s or special interests which a!'e of value 
to children. They a.• e both abJ.e and willing to display, dis-
cuss, and present t.c . .;ir particular achievement before a group 
or children. Resource visitors are not utilized for the pur-
pose of entertainment, but rather for serious educational pur-
pose, that of orea;ing better understanding of the activitT 
proble:n·., or unit on which the children are planning or working. 
-·-
''"'", -t-.,._.,.n 
RESOURCE VISITORS 
. 
] lt 
2 ~ 
m 
ilier-~her 
mtist 
!illilrer 
~di to 
-b.,.arian 
rv_i_c~-o:r:riciaJ 
,-.,-
1 ,.h s tt 
8 .,-
23 o WW II 
2 ltman 
~v hi lan 
31 Inc t;o: 
iC loCi .iani tor 
since 
Sept. 
2 
, 
6 
, 
, 
':> 
, 
-,-
1 
TOTALS 31 (List others on reverse) 
1951 
-4-
. rll the res vou 
u in .._"'- ll'lAn tO 
the two pre- ~:tize dur-vious school rest of 
"~a~a tool year. 
1 J. 
1 
, , 
, 
, 
1 1 
1 
-
8 7 
;:..20 
IN'l'ERVIEWS !ll'J! RESOURCE PEOPLE 
f'J An interview is another technique of utilizing resource 
people for educational purposes. It is a method whereby one 
or more children in an informal conference, question some mem-
ber of the community who is an authority in his field, for some 
type of information. The interview usually takes place in a 
person's place of work or home rather than in the classroom, and 
does not require a prepared talk or demonstration on the part of 
the person being interviewed. 
INTERVIEWS 
Lt 
~r 
le ntist 
Edita 
Ci ;v lffioe,. 
l"'n ,.., ,. llll the vou 
ut:i i "'"" utilized in intend to 
since the two pre- utilize dur-
Sept. 1951 vious school ing r?st of 
1. school. year • 
]_ 
l 
lr6i I iross 1 r ~~~~ ea;er~~o~~~~--~--~~----~--~~----~-------------I.ibriLria 7i 1 
lll.VIOa ~'if' :f'io'l. al 
l 
L9 Po .. io~ 
w 
n~ ~ tiiii:n 
~'2 of WW I 
~v of'WW II 
'24 
25 ltv his r.n.,.i AT 
, 
, 
, 
, 
? 
c-T(YT'AT !'I 25 
(List others on reverse) 
-5-
JL..-- '- ·----
------
1 0 
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COLLECTIONS AND EXHIBITS 
There is a wealth of material objects, specimens, and models 
in the community which if collected and placed on exhibit, can be 
utilized to enrich the classroom program. Nature, pupils' homes, 
industrial and commerical concerns, etc., are sources from which 
such ma. terials may be procured. Some articles nay be obtained 
for permanent exhibition, while others may be secured for temp-
orary use. 
Check (-/} the res urea you 
COLLECTIONS 
and 
EXHIBITS 
utilized uulJ.zed in [intend to 
Since the two pre- utilize dur-
Sept. 1951 vious school ing rest of 
1 Plants 8 
2 Rocks 4 
3 Shells _I 
4 i arities of wood 
5 c o1ns 
6 Stamns 
7 Flowers 
8 Vegetables 
·11 lndJ.an relics 
10 lnsects l 
11 Pictures & Paintillii:B 
12 AdvertisJ.n.i Illustr. 
13 Buildl.n&~: materials 
14 ClothJ.ng (period, etc) 
1 Fabrics ~ 
15 Post cards travel fold. 18 
1 Fuels ~ 
13 Nests "'i 
1 Raw ma teri a1 s l flax etc " 
2 Fossils 
21 Petrified woods 1 
22 Minerals " 
~ Dolls "'i 
24 Forei&~:n artJ.cles h. 
25 Metals 1 
26 Pottery 
27 Tools and ii!!Dlements 
28 Leaves t:; 
N Ariimals 2 
3C Airnlane models ? 
3 Furniture l 
~ Handicraf-ts 1 
3 Recfies 1 
~ Dishes 
3 Newspap era 5 
36 MaPS 15 
S'7 Letters 1 
38 utensils 1 
39 Books 1.~ 
(List others on revers\~ 
-6-
years. school vear. 
2 2 
1 2 
2 
I 
2 2 
1 
1n 7 
1 1 
, 
1 
1 
, 
1 
68 41. 
jL22 
CONTACTS WITH COMMUNITY AGENCIES 
Communities are served by three types of agencies: govern-
mental -- those created by law and supported by taxes, such as 
the police force and post office; commercial -- those operated 
for the purpose of profit making, such as the store and factory; 
and private non-commercial -- those organized voluntarily by 
private groups, such as the church, P.T.A., and the Lion's Club. 
The school as a whole, or a group of children have contact with 
an agency When either the agency or the children sponsors some 
community project for civic welfare, or as a supplement toward 
enricL:.ng the regular academic program. For example, the 
Garden Club could aid a class in a study of gardening. or the 
fire department could cooperate with a group of children in a 
project to eliminate fire hazards in the home. 
CONTACTS 
with 
COMMUNITY AGENCIES 
n; 
,...,., .. ,.,. CVl tl:: e C"'""'""i. tv a&~:e 11cv vou 
contacted contacted intend to 
since in the two contact dur-
Sept. 1951 pr~vi9us ing rest of 
scnoo:t vears. school year. 
~~~~~~~~~c~r~uw~--+---~-----+------------~--------­
Red cross 
1. l. R. 
[I'J :rru:iTS crru: 
Clul: 
~-
t's Club 
1 
, 
1 
2 :l. 1I :;t Fund 
'('List others on re)versel 
TOTALS 30 
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? 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
13 
? 
1 
, 
1 
, 
1 
10 
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LOCAL RESOURCE SURvEYS 
A survey of local resources is an organized study and pro-
cedure by the children for the purpose of collecting and securiiJg 
data on certain features Of the community. Combined with the 
activities of the classroom, it will involve field trips and in-
terviews. A class may be studying the historical development of 
their city, and thereby make a survey to discover the location 
of the first settlement, where the first industries were estab-
lished, relatives of the first settlers, and other points of 
historical interest. Material that is collected can be filed 
and supplemented by keeping it up to date. This material can 
be placed in a central office so that other teachers may refer 
to it. 
LOCAL RESOURCE SURVEYS 
.nnA his,;ory 
·eoll .e wno nave 3.lect 
•JJ sj >ots 
~u 11 cu. resources 
u1es ror 
lnstr1_es 
.on1 
r.h .. nk ~ the survey rou 
~de sinrle mAile 1n the ; to 
September two previous make dur-
1951. school years. ing rest of 
Rahonl yr. 
2 2 
1 
AJlteno .E 1:ne ~::m.:=~::..u.=....Y--1------It-------+-----fe, . .l tea~ 
LO IP:rl.CU U l '• e,;c • J 
1 ICL _l'E!SO\!l'CeS 
(List others) TOTALS 2 
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1 
3 
1 
2 
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COMMUNITY SERVICE ENTERPRISES 
A community service enterprise is a cooperative group 
activity in which there is actual planning and participation 
on the part of children in some phase of community betterment 
or improvement. 
Check (vl the enternrise in which you 
participated ~artJ.C1pat ed liritend to 
COMMUNITY since in the two participate 
SERVICE Sept. 1951 previous during the 
ENTERPRISES school vears rest of vr. 
1 Fire Prevention Week 8 A. ? 
2 !.'uberculosi s Seals 2 
3 ri rmled ChJ.ldren Seals .1 
4 emorial Dav Celebration 6 5 
5 ollectJ.ons of food, clothes, 8 3 2 and money for the needy. 
E Preservi~ local historv 1 
Control of harmful insects 
t control of noxious weeds 
! PreservatJ.on of beneficial 
birds end animals 
1 c ommunJ. tv clean-un wee 
I ommunJ.tY safety camna: .&z:n ., 1 1 
1 3eautJ.rYiiW: the commun t l. 
13 ommunJ. tv Halloween Cele o. 1 
14 ommunJ.tY 4th of J"ulv Ce eb. 
15 March of DJ.mes l2 ~ ? 
16 Beautifvi= school &z:rounds 1 
17 Plalihn&z: &z:ardens 1 
18 EducatJ.onal eXhibits 1n 
library or store windows. 2 1 
19 AdvertJ.sing devices for 
Communi tv Chest. etc. 
Zlf Pro-tecting and planting 
Wild flowers. 
21 WJ.nter bli.rd-feedJ.n&z: statJ.ons 
22 WrJ.tin&z: book on local history 1 
23 Gifts to local hosni tal lmna-ces 
(List others) 'llOrALS 40 19 13 
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I 
I 
I' 
I 
I 
!r 
I' 
li 
I 
I 
I 
' 
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~ASTER QUESTIONNAIRE 
FOR 
GRADE SIX 
FIELD TRIPS 
A field trip is an organized excursion which is taken by 
the children primarily for educational purposes, as an integra1 
part of their classroom program. It offers :first hand acquaint-
ance with natural anr' social features of the local environment, 
with opportunity for securing information by on-the-scene dis-
covery and investigation on the part of the children. Satisfac-
tory trips may require only a few minutes, as when a class goes 
outside to notice some natural phenomena in the school yard. 
Other trips may require a full classroom period or more, especi-
ally if the point of interest is located some distance from the 
school. Although field trips have certain nonacademic values, 
they are not to be identified with hikes or picnics organized 
for pleasure purposes, with trips to athletic events, or other 
such activities of a similar nature. 
Check (1/) the resource you 
lltrrrzed utTlTzed rn ~ntend to 
FIELD TRIPS ~ince the two pre- utilize dur-~ept. 1951 vious school ing rest of 
vears. school vear. 
1· Dairv farm 1 
~ OUI't:i'VI'arm 2 
3 ruck farm 
4 rchard 
Greenhouse 1 
useum 1 
" ewsna"Per n1an t 1 1 4 
8 heatre 1 
9 Ran1o trans.sta. 1 
fU Broadcast~n.g: stucfio 1 ? 
11 Public librarv 4 
" 
-..; 
nr Pollee d8Partment 
1:3 Ci tv Hall 
14 Fire station 
Hi l:iW water SUPPlY 
16 AirPort -, 4 
T'7 ~etaTl store 
18 -wliolesale market 
19 ai road station 1 
2IT ac1 orv l 
21 'ub. .ic utiTIW 
22 1 1 1 
23 Bus terminal 
24 Post off~ce 1 1 
~5 Gar--aile 
211 Gasoline station ,. 
2'7 LaunC:IrV 
28 Bakerv 1 
~9 Creamerv 
30 DePt. s~ore (continued) 
-2-
Check (/) the resource you 
utilized utilized ~n intend to 
FIELD TRIPS since the two pre- utilize dur-
Sept. 1951 vious school ing rest of' 
vears school vear. 
31 Bu .lding constr. 
32 ac ool vard 
" 
2 2 
33 Puol1c school 2 
34 Hosp~tal 
35 Historical place a 2 
36 Cemetary 2 
37 Q.uarrv 1 
38 State Capital 1 
39 Parl{s 3 2 
4& Sewa><e dis,plant 
41 Church 
42 Warehouse 1 
43 Road construction 
44 Bar'fier snop 
45 Restaurant 
46 Private home 2 
47 vegetable garden J 
48 Flower garden 1 
49 Shoe repair shoP 
50 Am.mal Rescue League 
(List ot'tCf!rAJf 15 29 31 
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RESOURCE VISITORS 
In every connnunity there are people with rich a:cd. varied 
backgrounds. They can be called resource visitors because they 
are people who can be invited into the school to demonstrate 
special accomplishments or special interests which are of value 
to children. They are both able and willing to display, dis-
cuss, and present their particular achievement before a group 
of children. Resource visitors are not utilized for the pur-
pose of entertainment, but rather for serious educational pur-
pose, that of creating better understanding of the activitr 
problem, or unit on which the children are planning or working. 
(: Check ( ') the resource you 
~t111zed utilized in intended to 
RESOURCE VISITORS ~ince the two pre- utilize dur-
~ept. 1951 vious school ing rest of 
vears. school year. 
1 Parent ~ 
2 Grandnarent 
3 Cler 
4 Other teacher lj: 4 1 
5 Dent~st 
6 Lawver 
7 :Bs.IilCer 
8 Editor 
9 Reuorter 1 1 1 
10 School nurse 7 b 1 
ll Citv officer 
12 Red Cross worker 
13 Theater man~er 
14 Li brar~an ':) 
15 C~v1c art offic~al 
15 Veter~narian 
17 .Hiah School student 2 
18 F1reman I; ' ' 
19 Pohceman 7 I 
20narrvman 
21 Bu~ness Ill!.n 
22 Veteran of WW I 4 , 
23 Veteran of 'NW II 1 !'; 2 
24 Postman 2 ~ 
25 Cit:v lilstoilan 
26 Farmer 
27 Grocer 
28 Mechanic 
29 COOi5ler 
3lJ Dru.!Z.!Zi st 
31 Doctor 
32 Music~an ':) 2 
33 School iani tor 
34 Author , , 
35 Art~st 1 
(List others 5~~~erse) 34 6 
-4-
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INTERVIEWS !!Tii RESOURCE PEOPLE 
An interview is another technique of utilizing resource 
people for educational purposes. It is a method whereby one 
or more children in an informal conference, question some mem-
ber of the community who is an authority in his field, for some 
type of information. The interview usually takes place in a 
person's place of work or home rather than in the classroom. and 
does not require a prepared talk or demonstration on the part of 
the person being interviewed. 
,..,., -~" (Ill the 1rce you 
utilTzed u+'il i "'An in 1 intend ~o 
INTERVIEWS since the two pre- utilize dur-
Sept. 1951 vious school I in~ rest of 
years. year. 
1 2 4 
1 2 
lentist 
1 1 
9' re or •e: 
LO 
'i v of "ia~ (ei ( ir5SS 11' ~e,a;e: mma ~~~-----------4----------~~------------
;i tar 
rrvrcar-1 Ol'f'iaial 
L9 Folic 
~m 
2! 
mr 
2'7 
2E> ~ 
31 
5Z 
33 
34 
~ 
o WW I 
01 -ww II 
ii :v his 
'ai'irier 
fl'C i'lEir 
fOE ole:r 
lSt' 
US' c a- ian 
cl :>0 :te:nnor 
t" 
lt 
1 
, 
., 
(List ot~~~n reve~) 
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COLLECTIONS AND EXHIBITS 
There is a wealth of material objects, specimens, and models 
in the community which if collected and placed on exhibit, can be 
utilized to enrich the classroom program. Nature, pupils' homes, 
industrial and commerical concerns, etc., are sources from which 
such materials may be procured. Some articles my be obtained 
for permanent exhibition, while others may be secured for temp-
orary use. 
Check (Vl the res urce you 
COLLECTIONS utlll.zed ut1l1zed 1n 11ntend to 
and Since the two pre- utilize dur-
EXHIBITS Sept. 1951 vious school ing rest of 
vears. school __year. 
1 .Plants l:2 ll 
" 2 Rocks 4 
3 mel.J.S 4 
4 arltles of wood ~ 
5 o1ns 
tj 5taJ®S 10 ~ 
7 F~owers ~ 2 
8 egetables 
' 
\1 nc11an rellCS '3 2 
LO nsec~s 1 1 
11 .P1c"&ures & Palntings 1 J.O 7 
~ Advert1s1no11: lllustr. <- 4 "'i 
13 Bu1ld1ng materials J. l 
14 u1oth1:ng l -perlod, etc J 
1::> Fabrlcs •• ~ 2' 16 Post cards, travel fold. u 1 7 
17 Fuels 1 1 
l_8 !!_ests 2 '· l 
L9 Raw matenals lf~ax etc ~ _3_ 
2u Fossils - 1 
Zl Petri:f_l_ed woods <:; ? 
Z2 MiTherals .. 1 
3 Dolls 
4 F_orel.,~~:n artlcles l:2 1 
:5 Metals '3 
l::l Pottery 2' '3 2 
2 Too~s and l.molements 
i::l:::l .Leaves 7_ _7-
.6 
1::11 Anlmals ?: 2 ~ 
30 Alrplane moct_els 2 4 1 
31 Furniture 
3 Hand1crarts '3 1 
B< Recl,p~es 
·' :5~ Dishes 1 1 
3::> .News-pa-p ere lD c; 
:36 Maps 14 1 lb 
;·r Letters 2 
;~;~ utens1.1s L 
i9 Books l? 1 Q 
TorALS 196 (List others on reverse) 164 105 
-6-
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CONTACTS WITH COMMUNITY AGENCIES 
Communities are served by three types of agencies: govern-
mental -- those created by law and supported by taxes, such as 
the police force and post office; commercial -- those operated 
tor the purpose of profit making, such as the store and factory; 
and private non-commercial -- those organized voluntarily by 
private groups, such as the church, P.T.A., and the Lion's Club. 
The school as a whole, or a group of children have contact with 
an agency when either the agency or the children sponsors some 
community project tor civic welfare, or as a supplement toward 
enricL~ng the regular academic program. For example, the 
Garden Club could aid a class in a study of gardening, or the 
fire department could cooperate w1 th a group ot children in a 
:project to eliminate tire hazards in the home. 
CONTACTS 
with 
COMMUNITY AGENCIES 
omm.un1ty ones,; 
;: ea uross 
4 :n11d B'tud.v cauo 
unl.or Red cross 
D. A. tt. 
:r o1.1ce DePar'tmen1i 
8 r1re De ar t;men 1i 
9 ne oc e,;y 
l ,1on•s .Lu 
1 arden l.u 
1 1:'. T. A. 
13 Post ofnce 
14 eal th Depar'tment 
15 PuD.Ll.c Ll.orarv 
.6 treat DePt • 
. 7 omen's Clu]:l 
8 eteran•s groups 
19 Bov scouts 
20 Girl Scouts 
21. l!'our-H uluo 
22 Merchants oro~~:. 
23 BUsl.ness C:t"g. 
i ·4 Factor1es 
~-~"tores 
i :6 Newspapers 
:·1 PuDll.c School 
Check (v') the 
contac,;ed 
since 
Sept. 1951 
4 
1 
5 
, 
5 
5 
2 
(List other~~AL~fl!Versef 
-7-
community agency you 
contacted lntend ,;o 
in the two contact dur-
previous ing rest of 
school years. school year. 
6 1 
2 l 
2 
, 
, 
, 
, 
1 
42 13 
• 
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LOCAL RESOURCE SURVEYS 
A survey of local resources is an organized study and pro-
cedure by the children tor the purpose or collecting and securiiJg 
data on certain teatUI'es or the community. Combined with the 
activities of the classroom, it will involve field trips and in-
terviews. A class may be studying the historical development of 
their city, and thereby make a survey to discover the location 
of the first settlement, where the first industries were estab-
lished, relatives of the first settlers, and other points of 
historical interest. Material that is collected can be filed 
and supplemented by keeping it up to date. This material can 
be placed in a central office so that other teachers may refer 
to it. 
Check ~ the survev ou 
made s~nce made in the intend to 
LOCAL RESOURCE SURVEYS September two previous make dur-
1951. school years. ing rest ot 
school yr. 
1 Local historv 2 "[. 
2 eop. e wno nave ,;raveled 2 "') 2 
3 Beau ;v s ots 
4 !U't cu L tur~~ resources 1 
5 J"OP or't:un .'t:J.es ror recreauJ.on 
~ ndus't:rl.es 1 , 
7 ccupat1ons 
8 .A.~~:encJ.es or u. e o ommunJ. uY 
9 eO&Cra)llJ.cal eatures ]. 1 1 
J.V .grJ.CU Lture 1 arms. etc. J 
11 atura resources 1 1 1 
(List others) TarALS 7 7 5 
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-COMMUNITY SERVICE ENTERPRISES 
A community service enterprise is a cooperative group 
activity in which there is actual planning and participation 
on the part of children in some phase of community betterment 
or improvement. 
Check ((J the enternrise in which you 
participated part1cipated !intend to 
COMMUNITY since in the two participate 
SERVICE Sept. 1951 previous during the 
ENTERPRISES school vears rest of vr. 
1 Fire Prevention Week 7 "'I '>; 
2 TtlberculoSis Seals 
3 Cr1 nnled Children Seals 2 
4 Memor1al Dav Celebration 10 c; 
5 Collect1ons of food, clothes, 10 8 1 
and money for the needy. 
~ -preservin.2: local h1storv 1 
7 Control of harmf'ul insects 
8 Control of noxious weeds 
9 Preservation or benericial 2 
birds and animals 
l\J Commun1tv clean-up wee "'I 2 , 
ommuni tv safetv camna: .~~:n "'I '>; 2 
eautifvin~~: the commun lty 
ommun1 tv Halloween c:e eo. '>; , 
14 Communi tv 4th of Julv e1eb. 
Iff March of D1mes 16 10 2 
16 eaut: fvin~~: school ~~:rounds L 1 '>; 
l7 lant n~Z 11: ardens , 
Tir ~duca ;ional exhibits 1n 1 
1i brarv or store windows. 
19 Advert1sing devices for 
Communi tv Chest, etc. 1 
20 Protecting and planting 
Wild flowers. 2 
21 Wlnter b!l.rd-feedin,g: statlons 
22 Wri tin,g: book on local historv 1 
23 Gifts to 1oce.J. hospital inmates 1 2 
(List others) TCY.rALS 48 47 17 
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